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2 TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION AND OPERATING PRINCIPLES 
 
 
 

2.1 Introduction 

This Chapter provides a technical description of VDL Mode 4 and its operating principles. 
Chapter 4 provides a supplemental description of the mechanisms for channel management by 
a ground station. 
 
Note: The term “mobile” in this and subsequent chapters is used to denote an aircraft station, 
aeronautical station or mobile surface station as defined in Annex 10, Volume II.  

2.2 Technical framework  

VDL Mode 4 is a VHF data link, providing digital communications between mobile stations 
(aircraft and airport surface vehicles) and between mobile stations and fixed ground stations. 
The most prominent properties of VDL Mode 4 are its efficient exchange of short repetitive 
messages and its ability to support time-critical applications. 
 
VDL Mode 4 transmits digital data in a standard 25 kHz VHF communications channel and 
employs a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) system. A TDMA system divides the 
communication channel into time segments by first specifying a frame, which in turn is 
subdivided into time slots. The start of each slot is an opportunity for a station to transmit. VDL 
Mode 4 is capable of handling overload situations (i.e. more slots are required than currently 
available), and to adapt to the traffic in a controlled and safe manner. 
 
A unique feature of VDL Mode 4 is the way that the available transmission time is divided into a 
large number of short time-slots synchronised to a global time base. Each time slot may be 
used by a radio transponder (mounted on aircraft, ground vehicles or at fixed ground stations) 
for transmission of data. The exact timing of the slots and planned use of them for transmissions 
are known to all users in range of each other, so that efficient use of the data link can be made 
and users do not transmit simultaneously. As a result of this ‘self-organising’ protocol, VDL 
Mode 4 does not require any ground infrastructure to operate and can therefore support air-air 
as well as ground-air communications and applications. 

2.3 Physical elements 

2.3.1 Overview 

Each user of the system (aircraft, airport surface vehicle, and ground station) is equipped with a 
transponder for determining the position and time, managing transmissions on the data link and 
for transmitting and receiving data. 
 
Figure 2-1 shows the principle architecture of a basic VDL Mode 4 transponder. This principle 
architecture is the same for airborne and ground users. 
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Figure 2-1  The VDL Mode 4 transponder 
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Actual implementation architectures may differ from the one illustrated above. While an 
installation in a General Aviation (GA) aircraft may well include a single integrated transponder 
box in common with this architecture, an installation in an Air Transport (AT) aircraft may, for 
instance, employ an external GNSS receiver or use navigation and time inputs from the 
navigation system. An AT aircraft will almost certainly use duplicated equipment for redundancy, 
and may use multiple VHF sets and antennas to support extended communication capabilities. 
A fixed ground station may include a GNSS reference receiver for the generation of 
augmentation uplinks. Chapter 3 provides further details of implementation architectures. 
 
The transponder interfaces with various external units such as a display unit, computers and 
databases. 

2.3.2 GNSS receiver 

The GNSS receiver provides position and time information all over the globe. Both elements are 
essential for the operation of the system. Typically, time inputs are obtained from GNSS, but 
may be obtained from another source such as an on-board atomic clock (see Section 2.5.3). 
 
 

2.3.3 VHF transceiver  

The VHF transceiver in a mobile installation is used both to communicate the mobile’s own 
position and other relevant information to other users (including ground stations), and to receive 
data from other users. The transceiver is capable of operating on channels with 25 kHz spacing. 
Although stationary, a ground station will also broadcast its location co-ordinates at regular 
intervals. 
 
In a minimum SARPs-compliant configuration, the VHF transceiver comprises one transmitter 
and two receivers capable of monitoring different channels, typically the Global Signalling 
Channels (GSC) simultaneously. The ability to transmit and receive simultaneously on different 
channels will depend on the frequency separation between the channels, the number and 
location of antennas on the aircraft, and the airborne radio implementation. The exact 
requirement for simultaneous transmit/receive on different channels will also depend on the 
demands of the various communication applications supported. Airport surface vehicles typically 
operate on a single channel. This may be the same channel as used by aircraft on the ground, 
but a separate channel may be used for operational reasons. Channel management is the 
subject of Chapter 4. 
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2.3.4 Spectrum 

VDL Mode 4 operates in the aeronautical VHF spectrum band, i.e. 108-136.975 MHz. The 
discrimination property of VHF, which allows a station to select the stronger of two overlapping 
signals, enables efficient re-use of time slots and spectrum. 
 
A pair of Global Signalling Channels (GSC) will be allocated for world-wide use. These channels 
will be sufficient to support ATM in most areas, but may need to be complemented by Local 
Signalling Channels (LSC) needed in busy terminal areas and at high-density airports to 
supplement the GSCs for ADS-B, and possible additional VHF-channels required for uplink and 
downlink of application data.  

Principles for assigning VDL Mode 4 channels are yet to be developed. Appropriate frequency 
management techniques must be used when determining the set of physical VHF frequencies in 
a certain area, considering the co-channel and adjacent channel interference (CCI/ACI) 
characteristics of the VDL Mode 4 transceivers.  

2.3.5 Communication processor 

The communication processor is a computer that co-ordinates the use of the communication 
channel.  
 
The communication processor is connected to the VHF transceiver and the GNSS receiver. The 
communication processor holds a virtual image of the time-slot frame in its memory. It will 
transmit the position information obtained from the GNSS receiver, using also the timing 
information from the UTC second pulse. 

The communication processor controls the slot allocation for the station’s own transmissions. It 
continuously updates its own slot map, and allocates slots from free slots in the slot map or re-
uses slots from distant stations. 

2.4 Functional design principles 

VDL Mode 4 operation is built up from the following fundamental functional elements: 

• A physical layer which uses a robust modulation scheme for encoding data in each slot. The 
modulation scheme is described in Section 2.5.1. 

• A time division multiplex access (TDMA) frame structure. The frame structure is described in 
Section 2.5.2. 

• A timing reference providing a unique marker for the start of each communications slot. The 
system timing used in VDL Mode 4 is described in Section 2.5.3. 

• Position information used to organise access to the slots. The requirements for position 
accuracy are described in Section 2.5.4. 

• A flexible message structure that can support a wide range of data transfer and broadcast 
protocols. The message structure is discussed in Section 2.5.5. 

• A slot selection function that determines when a station can access the channel and 
maintains information on the current and planned slot assignments. This is described in 
Section 2.5.6. 

• Different operating modes allowing the slot access to be autonomous or controlled. 
Operating modes are described in Section 2.5.7. 
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• A slot access management function, controlling the use of each slot. VDL Mode 4 supports: 

- autonomous access control, enabling stations to access the slot without requiring control 
by a master station; 

- a number of directed access schemes enabling stations to allocate slots for other 
stations and for a ground station to control overall slot access.  

The type of access scheme will depend on the operational scenario. The access control 
schemes are described in Section 2.5.8. 

• ATN communication mechanisms, which provide point-to-point data link services (DLS) 
protocols. These are described in Section 2.5.9. 

• A number of link management functions that support the communications connections with 
other stations and provide access to data link services on a wide range of channels. These 
functions are described in Section 2.5.10 and include: 
−−  synchronisation bursts broadcast periodically by every mobile and ground station to 

maintain the communication link (Section 2.5.10.1); 
−−  exchange identity frames (XID) to allow a ground station to negotiate data link 

connection with one or more mobile stations (Section 2.5.10.2); 
−−  link establishment, including a number of specific network entry protocols (Section 

2.5.10.3); 
−−  blocking reservation protocols and ground quarantining to provide protection for 

important ground station transmissions (Sections 2.5.10.4 and 2.5.10.5); 
−−  Global Signalling Channels (GSCs) to provide a world-wide standard communication 

channel and a means of accessing other data link services (Section 2.5.10.6); 
−−  frequency management to allow access to supported services operating on other 

frequencies (Section 2.5.10.7); 
−−  a Directory of Services (DOS) to inform stations via the GSCs of supported services 

(Section 2.5.10.8); 
 
VDL Mode 4 SARPs documentation is based on the International Organisation for 
Standardisation Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) Reference Model. The layered structure 
as applied to VDL Mode 4 is illustrated in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2 OSI layering in VDL Mode 4 
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2.5 Functional elements 

2.5.1 Physical Layer 

2.5.1.1 Modulation scheme 

(VDL Mode 4 SARPs 2.2) 

VDL Mode 4 supports Gaussian-filtered Frequency Shift Keying (GFSK) with a modulation rate 
of 19,200 bits/sec. 

2.5.1.2 Noise floor estimation. 

The VDL Mode 4 receiver uses an energy sensing algorithm as one of the means to determine 
the state of the channel (idle or busy) (See VDL Mode 4 SARPs Section 2.4).  However, 
because the local noise floor is not a constant, an estimator is needed.  One possible estimator 
is Tq, calculated according to the following algorithm which is a slot-oriented version of the 
algorithm suggested in the VDL Mode 2 Guidance Material: 
 
For any slot n for which a station has not previously recorded a reservation and not detected a 
valid training sequence, update an estimator Tq of the channel noise floor: 
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L is the rms received signal level in hard µvolts calculated over the preceding slot n; 
Tmax is a value in the range of 15 to 30 hard µvolts; (exact calibration not required); 
Tq[n] is the estimate of the noise floor at slot n; 
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The non-linear function k(· ) is designed to quickly adjust to a reduced noise level and to slowly 
adjust to an increased level. 

2.5.1.3 Skirt Mask. 

Definitions of the skirt mask are given in Volume III, Part 1 of ICAO Annex 10 to the Convention 
on International Civil Aviation. Section 6.2.4 covers Adjacent Channel Interference (ACI) for 
ground installations, while Section 6.3.4 covers ACI for airborne installations. 

2.5.2 TDMA frame structure 

(VDL Mode 4 Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications 1.2.2.1 and 1.2.3.3) 

In VDL Mode 4, channel time is divided into fixed length time slots. A “superframe”, which is an 
important term used in the VDL Mode 4 channel management, consists of a group of slots that 
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span a period of 60 seconds. The superframe contains 4500 slots (equivalent to 75 slots per 
second). This is illustrated in Figure 2-3. 
 

Figure 2-3  GFSK superframe 
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Each time slot is accessible for receiving or transmitting by any station communicating on the 
data link. One position report will occupy one time slot on the data link. Other transmissions can 
occupy more than one slot dependent on the application.  The maximum allowed length of a 
transmission is 1 second.  A transmission of this maximum length would span 75 slots. 

2.5.3 System timing 

(VDL Mode 4 SARPs 1.5.8, 2.1.5.2 and Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications 1.2.3) 

VDL Mode 4 requires time synchronisation for basic station access without mutual interference. 
The time standard for VDL Mode 4 is Universal Time Co-ordinated (UTC). The time is primarily 
based on GNSS but other sources may be used as long as they can be related to UTC. The 
timing concept for VDL Mode 4 is designed to satisfy the most stringent accuracy, availability, 
continuity and integrity requirements for aviation.  

2.5.3.1 System timing techniques  

Different techniques can be used to yield an estimate of UTC. Examples include: 
1. GNSS: A user equipped with a GNSS receiver can determine the UTC time to within 400ns 

(2 sigma). This is the primary time source for VDL Mode 4 making it independent from 
ground stations. 

2. Ground station network: VDL Mode 4 ground stations can be used to yield multiple air-to-
ground communication and surveillance coverage. These ground stations are synchronised 
to UTC via GNSS time transfer, atomic clocks or other techniques, and broadcast 
synchronisation messages slaved to UTC. The synchronisation messages yield time 
determination capability for the users with microsecond accuracy. VDL Mode 4 ground 
stations transmit synchronisation messages on a regular basis to ensure that correct time is 
available.  

3. Other onboard timing sources, including atomic clocks, may become available for airborne 
use. 

4. Synchronisation from other users: A user who is unable to acquire GNSS or a VDL Mode 4 
ground station (in any combination) can rely on other synchronised users in the airspace. 
This will incur increased time determination errors but the system time synchronisation is 
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maintained, and simulations have shown that the impact on system performance is 
negligible. One synchronised user can provide timing in a large area. 

5. Floating network: This functionality is similar to alternative (4), with the difference that all 
users have lost the GNSS or ground-derived UTC time synchronisation. In this case, users 
will continue to broadcast position reports and attempt to synchronise on other users. In the 
absence of synchronisation, each user’s clock will tend to drift. Users will tend to correct 
their own clocks toward the "average drift rate" of the user population as a whole. This will 
preserve a degree of system synchronisation until GNSS or ground derived time sources 
can be restored. This is to be considered as a fallback mode preserving the basic 
communications functionality for a substantially longer period of time than feasible without 
co-ordination. 

 
The characteristics of the integrated timing include: 

• a single world-wide time standard, UTC, is used for all VDL Mode 4 data link applications; 

• synchronisation can be based on existing techniques (GNSS, VDL Mode 4, and possibly 
atomic clocks); 

• the integrated timing is open ended and expandable, and future timing systems can be 
added; 

• the integrated timing is seamless in all airspaces and not related to regional boundaries; 

• individual States and Regions are free to choose a low cost communications infrastructure 
with dispersed VDL Mode 4 ground stations slaved to GNSS, or a higher cost and higher 
capability infrastructure with multiple overlapping coverage and VDL Mode 4 ground stations 
operating atomic clocks; 

• fallback techniques that require users to use their best estimate of UTC. 
 
For operation of a VDL Mode 4 system, the SARPs define three categories of timing accuracy 
according to the origin and reliability of the timing source: 

• The highest accuracy of time source, termed primary timing, typically relies on external 
sources of time. A user will normally obtain primary time from a GNSS receiver, and this will 
always be the source of choice, except when GNSS time is not available. Primary time has 
the most stringent accuracy requirements. 

• When primary time is not available, secondary timing will be used, with less stringent 
accuracy requirements. Secondary time may be obtained from other VDL Mode 4 stations 
including ground and airborne stations which have (certified) primary time. Secondary time 
may, for example, be obtained by observing the slot boundaries used in transmissions by 
nearby aircraft. 

• When neither primary nor secondary timing sources are available, tertiary time sources will 
be used, with the least stringent accuracy requirements, in which the aircraft makes the best 
approximation it can to align its own slot map up to those of its neighbours. 

 
Note that the secondary and tertiary timing modes are regarded as failure modes. 
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2.5.4 Position information and synchronisation bursts 

(VDL Mode 4 Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications 1.5.2 and 3.3) 

In VDL Mode 4, channel access control is based on position information contained in 
synchronisation bursts by mobile and ground stations. Position information is obtained from 
GNSS, or in the case of aircraft, it may be obtained from other onboard sources of position 
information. 

2.5.5 Message types and structure 

(VDL Mode 4 Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications1.3.2, 1.4.2.2, 1.5.2 and 3.3) 

VDL Mode 4 provides a library of messages that can be used to support a wide variety of data 
transfers and broadcasts. The VDL Mode 4 generic message structure is shown in Figure 2-4. 
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Figure 2-4  VDL Mode 4 burst structure 
BURST FORMAT                                              Vertical dashed lines indicate an 'or' rather than 'and' relationship between fields
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This message structure can be applied to any message type transmitted on the VDL Mode 4 
data link and also accommodates the various slot access protocols described in Section 2.5.8 
and the channel management mechanisms for ground stations described inChapter 4. 
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The flexible message structure allows a station to transmit messages whilst simultaneously 
placing reservations for future slot usage. 
 
The following message types are used for the management of communications on the VDL 
Mode 4 data link: 

• ADS-B messages, transmitted regularly by both mobile stations and fixed ground stations, 
are used to support both communications management and the ADS-B service. These 
synchronisation bursts contain a fixed part that is used for general communications 
management and to provide position for slot-selection algorithms, and a variable part in 
which additional ADS-B elements may be included. See Appendix A for detailed field 
descriptions.  

• General request messages are used to instruct an aircraft to change its reporting 
characteristics (rate, channel, autonomous/controlled mode) or to instruct it to report periodic 
or on-demand airborne parameter information.  Ground stations can send a general request 
message containing an autotune reservation field to direct mobiles to transmit in particular 
slots, or at assigned rates and, if required, on different channels. 

• Blocking messages are used by a ground station to reserve a series of slots for exclusive 
use by the ground station to protect the transmitted information from unintentional 
interference from other transmitters. 

• Network entry messages are used by a mobile to enter the channel quickly.  The 
messages use the big negative dither and/or plea response protocols. 

• Directory of Services (DoS) messages are used to give information about the VDL Mode 
4 services available on different channels. 

2.5.6 Slot selection 

(VDL Mode 4 Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications 1.3.3.2, 1.3.4, 1.3.6.1 and 1.3.6.2) 

An important feature of VDL Mode 4 is the method used to select slots for a new transmission or 
for placing reservations for future transmissions. When a channel is not busy, slot selection is 
straightforward since a slot that has not been previously reserved by a another station can be 
easily found. When a channel becomes busier such that unreserved slots are harder to find, 
VDL Mode 4 allows a station to use a slot previously reserved by another distant station. The 
result is that the coverage area of a station reduces in range gracefully as the channel becomes 
busy and there is no sudden reduction in the ability to communicate. A further advantage is that 
slot selection is carried out by all stations and there is no reliance on a ground station to carry 
out channel resource management, although in some circumstances, a ground station may be 
used to allocate slots (see Chapter 4). 
 
Figure 2-5 illustrates the slot selection process. 
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Figure 2-5  VDL Mode 4 slot selection 
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The process has the following stages: 
1. An application wishing to send data or to place a reservation to send data in the future first 

specifies a range of candidate slots from which a slot will be chosen. 
2. The station then derives a list of available slots. The available slots are a subset of the 

candidate slots and consist of slots that are either unreserved or which, although previously 
reserved by another station, can be made available for use because of special selection 
rules, which are discussed later in this section. Note that before finally selecting a slot, it is 
important to derive a number of available slots, typically 4, in order to reduce the possibility 
of more than one station selecting the same slot. For example, if there were only one 
unreserved slot among the candidate slots, there would be a high chance of more than one 
station choosing that slot, causing garbling of that slot. 

3. A slot is selected randomly from the available slots. 
 
The special rules for the re-use of previously reserved slots are based on two guiding principles: 

• Robin Hood; 
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• Co-channel interference (CCI) protection. 
 
The Robin Hood principle allows a station operating on a busy channel to use slots previously 
reserved for broadcast transmission by another station as long as slots reserved by the most 
distant stations are chosen in preference to those of nearer stations. This results in a graceful 
reduction in the broadcast range of a station on busy channels as illustrated in Figure 2-6. 
 

Figure 2-6  Graceful cell shrinkage resulting from use of the Robin Hood principle 

 

 
 

 
CCI protection generalises the Robin Hood principle to allow slots previously reserved for point-
to-point communication between two stations to be used by another station. CCI protection is 
based on relative aircraft distance and assumes that even though stations may be in radio 
range of each other, each station can successfully discriminate the desired (stronger) signals 
over the undesired (weaker) ones. VDL Mode 4 defines a measure of the co-channel 
interference (CCI) on the basis of free space attenuation of signals with distance. For GFSK 
modulation, discrimination can occur as long as interfering signals are different by 12 dB, 
equivalent to a range ratio between interfering sites of approximately 4. 
 
Figure 2-7 illustrates how CCI protection operates. 
 

Figure 2-7  CCI protection 
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Station 1 wishes to communicate with Station 2 but is unable to find a suitable free slot. Station 
3 has reserved a slot to communicate with Station 4. Since Stations 3 and 4 are more distant 
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stations, Station 1 considers using the same slot but must first check that the following 
conditions hold: 

• The transmission by Station 1 must not prevent Station 4 being able to decode the 
transmission from Station 3. Hence, applying the CCI criteria, the range from Station 1 to 
Station 4 must be greater than four times the range from Station 3 to Station 4 in order to 
achieve high delivery reliability. 

• Station 2 must be able to decode the transmission from Station 1 without being prevented 
by the transmission from Station 3. Hence, applying the CCI criteria, the range from Station 
2 to Station 3 must be greater than four times the range from Station 2 to Station 1 in order 
to achieve high delivery reliability. 

 
If both these criteria are met, then Station 1 can use the slot. 

2.5.7 Operating modes 

Slots can be allocated autonomously (referred to as autonomous reporting) or via master control 
(directed reporting). When reporting autonomously, a mobile station transmits in self-selected 
slots. In directed reporting (or ground-controlled mode), a mobile station is instructed by a 
ground station to transmit at a certain rate, on a certain channel, and/or in certain slots. Each 
mode utilises various slot access protocols as described in Section 2.5.8. 
 
When a mobile station allocates slots autonomously, it will primarily select unused slots. If the 
data link is saturated, it will employ the slot re-use algorithm described in Section 2.5.6 and re-
use slots occupied by a distant station whose position is not critical to the mobile allocating 
slots. Autonomous operation employs the self-organising capability of VDL Mode 4 which allows 
a mobile station to enter the system, resolve communication conflicts and dynamically share the 
data link resource with other users. It also enables the system to operate without the presence 
of a ground infrastructure. 

2.5.7.1 Autonomous reporting 

An operational scenario using autonomous mode is illustrated in Figure 2-8. There is no VDL 
Mode 4 ground infrastructure present. 
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Figure 2-8  Autonomous operational scenario 

 
 
Communication can take place between any users with overlapping cells using the self-
organising protocol. This operational scenario could be used in low-density airspace, such as 
oceanic and remote continental areas. All communications use the globally co-ordinated Global 
Signalling Channels (GSCs), described in Section 2.5.10.6. 
 
This scenario uses VDL Mode 4 specific services (VSS) which provide broadcast and end-to-
end communications between aircraft (air-to-air).  
 
System time is typically provided by the GNSS function. If the GNSS function is lost, then time 
can be derived from one of the other techniques described in Section 2.5.3. Time 
synchronisation from an external source can also be used to provide a second order of 
navigation function as a backup for GNSS or other onboard navigation function. 

2.5.7.1.1 Passive ground station 

The passive ground station operational scenario operates in a similar manner to the 
autonomous operational scenario described above but includes ground stations. These ground 
stations receive position information and other communications from mobiles and can use this 
information to provide ATS surveillance based on ADS-B. This mode is well suited for the 
establishment of low-cost ground surveillance systems in remote regions. 

2.5.7.1.2 Slot access controlled by another mobile station 

A mobile station can request data from another station (mobile or ground station) and reserve 
slots for the response. This method could be used, for instance, to request additional intent data 
from a proximate aircraft, or to request MET data from the ground. 

2.5.7.2 Directed reporting 

The ground-controlled mode implies that a ground station controls the overall access to a slot or 
group of slots. Whereas the autonomous mode is the preferred mode for airborne en-route use, 
the ground-controlled mode may be the preferred option for surface surveillance or terminal 
areas in which only one ground station is involved, the coverage area limited, and the risk for 
saturation of the data link is low. 
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2.5.8 Slot access management 

(VDL Mode 4 Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications 1.3.6 - 1.3.17, 1.3.19 and 1.3.21) 

VDL Mode 4 supports a number of slot access mechanisms called reservation protocols. These 
include both autonomous and controlled access to data link resources. 
 
The most important autonomous access scheme for the overall operation of VDL Mode 4 is the 
“periodic broadcast” protocol. In addition to this, VDL Mode 4 supports several other reservation 
protocols for a number of broadcast and end-to-end data link communications. The channel 
management mechanisms for a ground station are detailed in Section 4.3.1. ATN compliant 
communication mechanisms are addressed in Section 2.5.9. 

2.5.8.1 Periodic broadcast protocol 

(VDL Mode 4 Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications 1.3.10) 

This protocol supports the broadcast of position and identity information by a station to all other 
stations in the vicinity and allows the system to operate effectively regardless of the presence of 
ground stations. 
 
The protocol is illustrated in Figure 2-9. 
 

Figure 2-9  Periodic broadcast protocol 
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Each station transmits a periodic broadcast reservation burst that contains: 

• the station ID; 

• position information; 

• information controlling the periodic broadcast protocol, i.e.: 
- the periodic time-out value, which indicates, in combination with the periodic offset 

parameter, for how many more superframes the reservation will be held; 
- the periodic offset (range –128 to 127), indicating the slot to which the reservation will 

move when the slot time out expires. 
 
Each other station receiving this message can build up a “reservation table” using this 
information and a time stamp derived from the slot in which the information was received. In the 
simplest form this allows all stations to build up a picture of all other stations within range. The 
information also allows the other stations to control their own access to the data link as 
described below. 
 
In the simple mechanism outlined above, all stations occupy a particular slot, or series of slots, 
in each superframe. When transmitting in a particular slot (indicated as the “current” slot in 
Figure 2-9), they indicate a reservation for the same slot in the next superframe using the slot 
time-out counter. They also indicate which slot they will be moving to in future superframes via 
the periodic offset parameter. 
 
The assignment to slots is dynamic in two ways: 

• Current stations change their slot at regular intervals between 4 and 8 minutes. The purpose 
of this is to ensure that as two aircraft fly closer to each other they do not continue to share 
the same slot or slots and garble each other’s position reports. In such situations, requiring 
aircraft to move randomly to new slots greatly reduces the probability of lost position reports. 

• New stations arriving into coverage will continually enter the slot structure with their own 
broadcasts. 

 
The selection of slots in the periodic broadcast protocol uses the slot selection procedure 
described in section 2.5.6 in a two-stage process: 

• In the first stage, stringent slot selection criteria are applied so that a station A can only take 
a reserved slot if another station B is using the slot for a CCI protected transmission, and if 
station B is more than 300 nautical miles away. As there will be few reserved slots satisfying 
this criterion, station A is forced to look preferentially for unreserved slots. If station A finds 
just one slot by this process, it will use it – if it finds more than one, it will choose a slot 
randomly from the slots it has found. 

• The second stage is that if, after going through the above process, station A is unsuccessful 
in finding suitable slots, it will apply less stringent criteria – it will be able to take a slot that a 
station B more than 300 nautical miles away is using for any broadcast transmission. 

 
The overall effect of the two-stage application of the slot selection procedures is to make the 
periodic broadcast protocol work preferentially with unreserved slots. 

2.5.8.1.1 Slot changing for current stations (continuous change of slots) 

Current stations maintain their slot reservation for a randomly chosen time between 4 and 8 
minutes. Towards the end of the time out period the station selects a new slot using the slot 
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selection method described in Section 2.5.6 using candidate slots grouped around each nominal 
slot. When a new slot has been found, the station indicates in the slot offset field of the periodic 
broadcast reservation burst which slot it will move to. When the current slot has timed out, the 
station moves to the new slot. 

2.5.8.2 Incremental broadcast 

(VDL Mode 4 Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications 1.3.11) 

The Incremental Broadcast protocol is used by applications which must broadcast data over a 
short period of time, typically within the same superframe. Each data broadcast can also be 
used to reserve a slot for the next broadcast. The protocol is illustrated in Figure 2-10. 
 

Figure 2-10  Incremental Broadcast protocol 
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When transmitting a burst containing an Incremental Broadcast reservation, the station specifies 
the incremental offset (value 1 to 255). The reservation for the next data broadcast is offset by 4 
x incremental offset from the current slot. 
 
Note: The periodic broadcast and incremental broadcast reservations can be combined (see 
Section 2.5.10.3). 

2.5.8.3 General request message 

(VDL Mode 4 Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications 1.3.19) 

A ground station uses the General Request message together with an appropriate reservation 
field to direct an addressed mobile to: 

• change the channel on which it transmits ADS-B or other messages; 

• change the rate at which it transmits ADS-B or other messages; 

• transmit a one-off ADS-B or other message. 
 
This mechanism is used to prevent overload of channels, to provide suitable reporting rates for 
different operational situations, and to put different services on different channels. 
 
A General Request message specifies the content of a requested synchronisation burst and 
may also contain other information to control ADS-B reporting. The channel and reporting rate 
for the requested synchronisation burst depends on the reservation field used in the message: 
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• Unicasted Request Reservation (Section 2.5.8.4): The mobile station will respond with a 

single burst of the type requested in the specified slot slot or block of slots on the specified 
channel. This might be used to extract on-demand Downlink of Airborne Parameters (DAP) 
information. 

• Autotune Reservation (Section 2.5.8.5): The mobile station responds with multiple bursts 
of the type requested using the Periodic Broadcast Reservation protocol. The mobile may 
be instructed to perform directed or autonomous reporting. If performing directed reporting, 
the mobile is instructed in which slots to transmit. If reporting autonomously, the rate of 
reporting may be specified. The channel(s) on which to transmit are also specified. This 
reservation is used to control ADS-B and periodic DAP reporting characteristics. 

• Information Transfer Request (Section 2.5.8.7): The mobile station responds with a burst 
occupying a block of slots reserved by the requesting station. In addition, a slot is reserved 
for an acknowledgement by the requesting station. 

2.5.8.4 Unicast request 

(VDL Mode 4 Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications 1.3.14) 

The unicast request protocol is used by a station that requires a response from another station. 
Figure 2-11 illustrates the protocol. Station 1 requests information from Station 2, 
simultaneously issuing a reservation for Station 2’s response. 
 

Figure 2-11  Unicast Request protocol 
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When transmitting a burst containing a unicast request reservation, the station specifies the 
following parameters: 

• destination address: this identifies the station from which a response is requested; 
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• response offset (value 0 to 4095): the reservation for a response is offset by an amount 

equal to the value of the response offset from the current slot. 

• length (value 0 to 255): this indicates the length of the response; 

• priority (value 0 to 3): this indicates the priority of the response data. 
 
A variation of the unicast request protocol also allows a station to reserve a slot for a later 
transmission by the same station to a destination station. This is controlled by the setting of the 
source/destination (sdf) flag (sdf = 0 means that the slot is reserved for a response by the 
destination station; sdf = 0 means that the slot is reserved for the source station). 

2.5.8.5 Directed request/Plea response reservation 

(VDL Mode 4 Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications 1.3.16) 

The Directed Request protocol may be used to respond to a plea for a list of slot reservations 
from another station seeking network entry (see Section 2.5.10.2). In this case, the Directed 
Request assumes the plea response burst format with the plea response flag (pr_flag) set to 1. 

2.5.8.6 Directed request/Autotune reservation 

(VDL Mode 4 Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications 1.3.16.1.1, 1.3.16.3.1, 1.3.16.4.1-
A.3.16.4.4, A.3.16.5.1-A.3.16.5.3) 

The Autotune Reservation protocol is a Directed Request protocol with the pr_flag set to 0. The 
directed request protocol can also be used by one station to request that another station 
transmits in particular slots and/or at a particular rate. Thus the protocol can be used by a 
ground station to control the broadcasts of a group of mobiles in a geographical region under 
the ground station’s control. In this case the directed request assumes the Autotune 
Reservation burst format with the plea response flag (pr_flag) set to 0. The Autotune 
Reservation protocol is illustrated in Figure 2-12. 
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Figure 2-12  Autotune Reservation protocol 
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When transmitting a burst containing an Autotune Reservation (directed request with pr_flag=0), 
the station specifies the following parameters: 

• frequency: identifies the frequency for the transmission of the required data; 

• destination address: this identifies the station which is being directed; 

• directed offset (value 2 to the length of a superframe - 1): this indicates the first slot in which 
the station should broadcast; 

• nominal update rate (value 1 to 60): this indicates the number of reservations to be made 
per superframe; 

• directed time-out (value 0 to 15): this indicates the number of superframes for which the 
reservation shall be maintained; 

• override flag (value 0 or 1): this indicates whether a new reservation placed by a ground 
station will override all previous reservations placed by the same ground station; 
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• length (value 0 to 511): this indicates the length of the reserved block of slots; 

• receiver control: this provides control information for the protocol. 

Autotune reservations can be cancelled by setting the directed time-out parameter to 15. 

2.5.8.7 Information transfer request 

(VDL Mode 4 Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications 1.3.15) 

The information transfer request protocol is used for an application to obtain a data series from 
another application. Slots are reserved for transmission of the requested information and for an 
acknowledgement by the requesting application. The protocol is illustrated in Figure 2-13. 
 

Figure 2-13  Information Transfer Request protocol 
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When transmitting a burst containing an information reservation, the station specifies the 
following parameters: 

• frequency: the station can specify the channel on which the information transfer should take 
place; 

• destination address: this identifies the station from which a response is requested; 

• response offset (value 0 to 4095): this indicates the start of the reserved block for the 
response relative to the current slot; 

• length (value 0 to 255): this indicates the length of the response block; 
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• acknowledgement offset (value 0 to 127): the reservation for an acknowledgement to the 

information block by the requesting station is offset by an amount equal to the value of the 
acknowledgement offset from the current slot. 

2.5.8.8 Random access 

(VDL Mode 4 Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications 1.3.7) 

Random access is used by applications when there is no prior reservation. In order to minimise 
slot collisions, a station which wishes to transmit using random access, and which finds a 
suitable slot according to slot selection criteria described in Section 2.5.6, will apply a ‘dice-
throwing’ technique to decide whether or not to transmit in that slot. The purpose of the ‘dice-
throwing’ is to reduce the possibility of two stations simultaneously deciding to transmit at once.  
In the terminology of SARPs, the ‘dice-throwing’ is referred to as a p-persistent algorithm. The 
protocol is illustrated in Figure 2-14. 
 

Figure 2-14  Random Access protocol 
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Note that the algorithm is based on the one used in the Mode 2 system except that the 
parameters are changed.  In particular, the value of the p-persistent parameter has been 
increased to p = 64/256 since, because of the slot length, the number of opportunities to 
transmit is reduced.  This requires a re-calculation of the parameter VS3.  This parameter 
determines how many consecutive transmit opportunities occur for which the station, using the 
“dice-throwing” process described above, chooses not to transmit.  When VS3 opportunities 
have occurred, the station then transmits regardless of the p-persistent factor.  Following the 
logic used in the Mode 2 system, VS3 is set such that the probability of deciding not to transmit 
VS3 times in a row is less than 0.1%.  Therefore (1-p)^VS3 = 0.001.  This results in a value of 
VS3 = 24 if p = 64/256. 
 

2.5.8.9 Fixed access 

(VDL Mode 4 Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications 1.3.8) 
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Ground stations can be programmed to transmit at pre-defined times regardless of reservations 
on the channel. For example, this allows a ground station to transmit regular data uplinks of 
Directory of Service (DOS) and channel control messages. This mode of operation is supported 
by ground quarantining, described in Section 2.6.2.4, which prevents mobile users reserving 
slots adjacent to ground station reservations under certain circumstances. See Chapter 4. 

2.5.8.10 Slot conflict procedures 

(VDL Mode 4 Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications 1.3.6.5) 

Slot reservation conflicts are expected to occur as a result of slot re-use under CCI protection. 
In the event of detecting a reservation conflict, the slot selection criteria described in Section 
2.5.6are re-applied to determine whether the slot could still have been selected in the 
knowledge of the new conflicting reservation.  If so, the station keeps to the same reservation.  
If not, a number of rules are applied to determine whether a station must move its reservation. 
 
The detailed slot conflict rules are described below. 
 
Slot conflict procedures are used in the case where a station, A, has placed a reservation to 
transmit in a particular slot or slots.  Station A then receives a burst from another station, B, 
which contains a reservation for the same slot or slots. Station A must then re-assess the 
situation as follows: 
 
a) If the conflicting reservation from station B also requires station A to transmit, then station A 

transmits (i) the response with the higher priority, or (ii) the first requested transmission in 
the case of equal priority; 

 
b) If station A no longer requires to transmit in the existing reservation, or does not have the 

necessary information to transfer, then it will not transmit in the slot; 
 
c) If the existing reservation for station A to transmit was made by a station other than A (i.e. by 

a unicast request (sdf = 0), information transfer, or directed request reservation), then A 
transmits in the slot in accordance with the existing reservation.  Note that this is because it 
is assumed that the station that originally made the reservation for A to transmit has 
sufficient information to have correctly asked A to transmit in the slot.  It is undesirable for A 
to override that decision (ie the control remains with the station that originally made the 
reservation). 

 
d) If the existing reservation for station A to transmit was made by A itself, then A will first use 

the slot selection rules to see whether it might still have chosen the slot.  This will be so, if 
because of CCI criteria, A will still be able to make itself heard to the required destination 
station(s). If the slot is determined to be available by this process, then A will transmit 
according to its existing reservation.  If the slot is no longer available, then the decision as to 
whether to transmit is based on the type of reservation protocol applicable to the original 
and conflicting reservations. 

 
For the last stage in the process, Table A-12 in the Technical Manual describes how the 
decision to transmit depends on reservation type.  The “design philosophy” for this table is as 
follows: 
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• If the protocol used by A will result in transmission over several superframes (ie a periodic 

broadcast) and the conflicting reservation will only last for one superframe (ie an 
incremental, BND, unicast or information transfer), then the conflict only last in the current 
superframe and A may as well transmit because any station that does not receive the next 
transmission will still receive an update in the next superframe. 

• In the previous case, if the conflicting reservation is another protocol that lasts for several 
superframes (ie another periodic broadcast), the conflict will last for several minutes.  
Hence, A will not transmit but will move its reservation.  If it has time to, it will announce its 
intention.  If not, it will use random access to re-establish a stream. 

• If A’s transmission is a “one-off” transmission in the current superframe, the  conflict will 
mean that it will not be heard by the destination station(s).  Hence, A will not transmit and 
will make a new transmission using the retransmission and random access procedures. 

2.5.8.11 Re-transmission procedures 

(VDL Mode 4 Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications 1.3.21) 

If a station transmits a burst containing a reservation for another station and does not receive a 
response by the expected slot, the station either: 

• re-transmits the burst, or; 

• informs the user how many attempts have been made to transmit, or; 

• informs the user how long since the last attempt to transmit was made. 
The first of these options, re-transmission, will continue until a certain number of attempts have 
been made to transfer the information (set by the parameter Q5num) or until a certain time has 
elapsed (set by Q5 wait) at which point the user will be informed that transmission has been 
unsuccessful.  The rate of re-transmission depends on the current channel usage and on the 
number of times that a burst has been re-transmitted. 

2.5.9 ATN communication mechanisms 

2.5.9.1 Data link service (DLS) protocols 

(VDL Mode 4 Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications 1.4) 

 
The Data Link Service (DLS) provides a point-to-point protocol supporting both ground/air and 
air/air exchanges. For ground/air exchanges, connection management is handled by the LME, 
using a negotiated setup connection-orientated protocol (NSCOP). For air/air exchanges, the 
DLS defines a ZOCOP protocol with link establishment and dis-establishment controlled by 
timers, allowing rapid link negotiation between aircraft. 
 
The DLS is a simple information exchange protocol which provides: 
 

a) Explicit acknowledgement of each DATA packet. 
b) Mechanisms to provide data transfer in reserved slots, avoiding loss rates and delays 

associated with random access. This includes the ability to link sequencies of DATA 
packets, providing continuous transfer in reserved slots. 

c) Packet fragmentation, to allow long user data packets to be transferred across the link in 
fragments optimally matched to the link conditions. 

d) Duplicate detection and suppression via a simple toggle bit mechanism. 
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e) Explicit support for the 15 priority levels defined for the ATN, including the ability for high 
priority messages to be sent in the middle of a fragmented low priority message. 

 
A number of new acronyms are introduced in this Section. These are summarised in the table 
below. 
 

ACK Acknowledgement 
CTS Clear to send (burst) 
DLPDU Data Link Protocol Data Unit 
DLS Data Link Service 
DM Disconnected mode (frame) 
FRMR Frame reject (frame) 
INFO Information (frame) 
IB Information bit 
NSCOP Negotiated Setup Connection-Orientated 

Protocol 
LME Link Management Entity 
RTS Request to send (burst) 
VSS VDL Mode 4 Specific Services 
ZOCOP Zero Overhead Connection-Oriented Protocol 

 
As illustrated in Figure 2-14a, the DLS: 
 

• Provides services to external users in order to support point-to-point, multi-cast and 
broadcast communications. 

• Provides services to the LME to support link management. 
• Supports services between peer DLSs. 
• Uses the services of the VSS in order to send and receive messages. 

  
Figure 2-14a  DLS services 
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The following diagram illustrates the use of various services provided by the DLS and VSS in 
supporting the DLS User and the LME. 
  

Figure 2-14a  Use of DLS and VSS functions 
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2.5.9.1.1 DLS burst format 

(VDL Mode 4 Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications 1.4.2.3.1) 
 
A DLS Burst consists of: 

§ Burst id (fixed) (including one reserved bit). 

§ One or two DLPDUs 

The structure of the DLS burst is shown in Figure 2-14c. 

 
Figure 2-14c  DLS burst format 
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The following DATA DLPDUs (data link protocol data units) are defined: 
 

• CTRL – Used by the LME to establish and maintain links for NSCOP communication. 
• INFO – Contains a user data field. 
• UDATA – Enables the broadcast of user data - it is unacknowledged.  

 
The following RTS frames are defined: 
 

• CTRL_RTS – Sent to request the sending of link maintenance data 
• INFO_RTS – A request to send user data (for long transmission procedures) 
• UDATA_RTS – A request to send broadcast data 

 
The following ACK, CTS and other DLS link control frames are defined: 
 

• UDATA_CTS – This frame is a clear to send in response to a UDATA_RTS. 
• INFO_ACK – An acknowledgment of the previous INFO frame  
• INFO_CTS – A clear to send (for long transmission procedures) 
• CTRL_ACK – An acknowledgment of the previous CTRL frame 
• FRMR – Used to reset the link.  
• FRMR_ACK – Sent to acknowledge receipt of FRMR 
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• DM/DISC (Disconnected Mode) – Used to indicate that a DLS frame has been received 
when no link has been initialised. 

• SZOM – sent in combination with an INFO, INFO_RTS or INFO_ACK to establish a link 
for ZOCOP communication. 

 
The following table shows the DLS burst types. 
 

Figure 2-14d  DLDPU contents 
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CTRL ü ü   ü  
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UDATA_CTS       
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FRMR       
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Where: 

• Toggle Bit (T): This is used for duplicate detection and rejection (See Section 2.5.9.1.4). 
• More Bit (M): This is set to zero to indicate the end of a message. It is set to 1 to indicate 

that it is part of a fragmented message and that there are more fragments to follow (See 
Section 2.5.9.1.5). 

• Priority (p): This is the priority of the message (See Section 2.5.9.1.6). 
• Negotiation subfield (neg): This indicates the link management parameters to be used 

for air/air link control. 
• Initialise bit (IB): This bit causes the receiver to initialise the Tt and Tr state variables and 

to clear the send and receive arrays whilst processing the frame. It is set to zero and 
ignored on receipt unless otherwise stated.  

• Length (lg): This is the length of the data message in slots. 

2.5.9.1.2 DLS timers 

The following timers are used in the DLS procedures: 
• TD1: ZOCOP link transmit timer. This timer is reset when a frame is sent to the peer. If it 

expires, then Tt is set to 0 and the send channel array cleared. 
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• TD2: ZOCOP link receive reset timer. This timer is reset when a frame is received from 
the peer. If this timer expires then Tt is set to 0, the send channel array is cleared and 
the link is considered to be terminated. 

2.5.9.1.3 DLS counters 

The following counters are used in the DLS Procedures: 
• ND1: Maximum number of octets that may be submitted to the DLS for transfer. 
• ND2: Maximum length of a DLS transmission that may use the short transmission 

procedures. 
• ND3: Maximum length of a fragment with M-bit processing. 

2.5.9.1.4 Toggle bit (T) 

The T (Toggle) bit allows detection and rejection of duplicate frames. The T bit is alternately set 
to 1 and 0 on each successive DATA transmission, except for retransmissions. The associated 
RTS, CTS and ACK frames should have the same value T bit as the DATA packet. 
 

Figure 2-14e  Use of the T bit in a short procedure 
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DATA T = 0

ACK T = 0
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State variables (Tt and Tr) 

When a message being transmitted is not the first message between the two stations, the 
sending station sets the T bit to the inverse value that it had for the previous message. The 
value it transmitted previously is stored in the state variable Tt. 
 
The receiving station compares the value of the T bit it receives with the value it received 
previously, to check that the received T bit is of the correct value. The value it received 
previously is stored in the state variable Tr. 
 
When the sending station receives an ACK or a CTS, it compares the value of the T bit with the 
value it sent, which was stored in Tt, to check that it has the correct value. 
 
Messages may be discarded or re-sent if the T bit is found to be incorrect. 
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Initialise bit (IB) 

When the first message to another station is being transmitted, the sending station always sets 
the T bit to zero, and correspondingly sets its value of Tt to zero. For the first message 
transmitted between two stations, the receiving station should not compare the T bit it receives 
with a previous value of Tr. 
 
Therefore there is an initialise bit (IB) in the messages, which is usually set to zero, but which 
for the first message is always set to 1. When the receiving station receives a message with IB 
= 1 and T = 0, it knows to reset its value of Tr to zero instead of performing a comparison. 

2.5.9.1.5 More bit (M) 

The more bit (M) controls message fragmentation and concatenation. It is set to zero to indicate 
the end of a message. It is set to 1 to indicate that it is part of a fragmented message and that 
there are more fragments to follow. 

2.5.9.1.6 Priority (p) 

The priority (p) is the priority of the message. The priority levels are defined by the Q1 quality of 
service parameter (VDL Mode 4 Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications 1.4.2.3.1). 

2.5.9.1.7 Message fragmentation and concatenation 

If the length of the burst is longer than ND3 (ND3 is the Maximum Length of Fragment) slots, 
then the sending station will fragment the message.  

For single fragment messages: 

• The M bit is set to zero. 

For multiple fragment messages: 

• The M bit is set to 1, except the last fragment, which is set to zero. 
 
If any preceding message fragments have been received with the M bit set to 1, then the user 
data part of the DATA frame is concatenated to the end of the message fragments. 
 
If the M bit is set to zero then the user data part of the DATA frame, along with any other 
message fragments received earlier, is passed to the DLS user as a single message. 

2.5.9.1.8 DLS procedures 

Selection of DLS procedures 

There are two types of DLS procedures, short and long. After receiving the burst (from the DLS 
user), the sending station calculates the total length of the transmission. If the total length is less 
than or equal to ND3, then the station will use the short transmission procedures, otherwise, the 
station will use the long transmission procedures. 

Short transmission procedures 

The short transmission procedures involve the sending of a single data packet that contains a 
reservation for a subsequent acknowlegement. 
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Figure 2-14f  Short transmission procedures 
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Note: The values shown in the figure for pr and T are for the purpose of example. 
 

Transmission of DATA frame: 

• The sending station transmits a burst containing a DATA DLPDU. 
• The M bit is set to 0. 
• The pr subfield is set to the priority of the DATA DLPDU. 
• The T bit is set to 0 or 1 (inverse to previous transmission). 
• The burst may include a CTRL or INFO DLPDU containing a unicast request reservation 

field for the acknowledgement. 

Transmission of ACK frame: 

• The receiving station transmits a burst containing an ACK DLPDU in the slot reserved by 
the unicast request reservation in the received DATA frame. 

• The T bit is set to the value of the T bit in the received DATA frame. 

Long transmission procedures 

The long transmission procedures allow transfer of DATA packets in reserved slots, avoiding 
the loss rates and delays associated with random access. This includes the ability to link 
sequences of DATA packets, providing continuous transfer in reserved slots. 
 
The long transmission procedure starts with an request-to-send (RTS) being sent by random 
access. (The RTS is in general shorter than the DATA transmission so it is quicker to find an 
available slot for sending this by random access.). The receiving station responds by sending a 
clear-to-send (CTS), together with an information transfer request reservation - this reserves 
slots for the DATA from the sending station and for the subsequent ACK. 
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Figure 2-14g Long transmission procedures 
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Note: The values shown in the figure for pr and T are for the purpose of example. 

Transmission of RTS 

• The sending station transmits a burst containing an RTS DLPDU. 
• The pr subfield is set to the priority of the DATA frame to be transmitted. 
• The lg subfield is set to the length (number of slots) of the DLS burst required to contain 

the DATA frame. 
• The T bit is set to zero or 1 (inverse to previous transmission). 

Transmission of CTS 

• The receiving station transmits a burst containing an CTS DLPDU in the slot reserved by 
the unicast request reservation in the received RTS frame. 

• The T bit is set to the T bit of the RTS frame to which the CTS is a response. 
• The burst also contains an information transfer request reservation to reserve slots for 

the expected DATA transmission and the subsequent acknowledgement. 

Transmission of DATA frame 

• The sending station transmits a burst containing a DATA DLPDU. 
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• The M bit is set to 0 if the data fragment is not to be followed by any others, or 1 if it is. 
• The T bit is set to the T bit of the CTS. 

Transmission of ACK frame 

• The receiving station transmits a burst containing an ACK DLPDU in the slot reserved by 
the unicast request reservation in the received DATA frame. 

• The T bit is set to the value of the T bit in the received DATA frame. 
 

2.5.9.1.9 Linking Transmissions 

Types of linking 

A station with a queue of transmissions for the same receiving station can link them in the 
following ways: 
 

• Combine an RTS frame with a DATA frame 
• Combine a DATA frame with an ACK frame 
• Combine an RTS frame with an ACK frame 

 

Combined DATA/RTS frames 

In the long transmission procedure, the sending station can send the DATA of the first message 
with an attached RTS for the DATA of the second message. The receiving station then sends 
an ACK for the first message along with a CTS for the second. 
 

Figure 2-14j Linked transmissions 
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Combined DATA / ACK frame 

If the receiving station has some data to send which would fit in one slot it can send it with the 
ACK transmission. 
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Combined RTS / ACK frame 

A receiving station that has data to send that does not fit in one slot can send an RTS for itself 
with the ACK. 

2.5.9.1.10 Ground-air link management 

For ground-air link management, the CTRL frame is used by the LME to establish and maintain 
the link. The CTRL_CMD is sent to initiate a link and the CTRL_RSP is sent in response. On 
receiving a CTRL_RSP the link as been made.  

2.5.9.1.11 Air to air link management 

Air-air link management is supported by a zero-overhead connection oriented protocol 
(ZOCOP), which makes use of the SZOM DLPDU. A mobile wishing to send data to another 
mobile it does not currently have a connection with should: 
 

• combine an SZOM with the first data transmission, if using the short transmission 
procedure; 

• or combine an SZOM with the first RTS transmission, if using the long transmission 
procedure. 

 
On receiving an ACK or CTS after transmission of the SZOM, the air-air link is considered 
established, the timers are set, and data exchange is carried out as previously described. The 
link is considered terminated when the timers expire. 
 

2.5.9.2 DLS usage and performance 

2.5.9.2.1 Performance of basic transfer protocols 

VDL Mode 4 provides two protocols for transfer of data, the short transmission procedure and 
the long transmission procedure.  Each of these is initiated by a random access event.  
Thereafter, all transmissions take place in reserved slots. 
 
The performance of the system in terms of link utilisation for data transfer depends on the 
message length.  A simple model illustrates this as shown below. 
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This simple model of link performance assumes that there is negligible message loss and that a 
slot budget of 4 slots per random access event is required. 
 
It can be seen that the channel utilisation for DATA transfer increases with message length.  
The short transmission procedures appear to perform more efficiently than the long 
transmission procedures. This is because the long transmission procedures require 2 extra slots 
(containing the RTS and CTS) to make the transfer.  However, the long transmission 
procedures provide better control of prioritisation and a greater immunity to hidden and exposed 
terminals as described below. 
 

2.5.9.2.2 Factors affecting the efficiency of message transfer 

 
The efficiency of message transfer is affected by the following issues: 
 

• bit errors which increase the likelihood of longer messages being corrupted.  
• a mixture of different message lengths which might potentially lead to inefficient usage of 

the channel and also long delay for high priority shorter messages when the same 
channel is being used for transfer of lower priority long messages. 

• “hidden and exposed terminals” which arise because of interference from transmitters 
which are outside line of sight.  The impact is to provide a random interference which 
effects longer transmissions and is greater in the en-route scenario where there are 
greater numbers of both hidden and exposed terminals. 
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VDL Mode 4 provides mechanisms to deal with each of these as described in the following 
sections. 
 

2.5.9.2.3 Message fragmentation 

The impact of bit errors limits the maximum length of a Mode 4 transmission to typically 10 slots.  
In order to support the transfer of longer messages, Mode 4 provides a fragmentation protocol 
(M-bit processing) which allows message fragments to be sent separately.  In addition, by 
making possible the combination of DLPDU frame types, it is possible to transfer the message 
fragments entirely within reserved slots so that only the RTS for the first fragment is sent using 
random access. 

2.5.9.2.4 Priority handling 

A typical profile for user data size and message frequency is illustrated below. 
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It can be seen that: 

• the message load is dominated by the ATS class 
• most ATS messages are short (<40 octets) 
• there is a significant AAC/AOC load with a user data size of 26 octets (this corresponds 

to the downlink of weather updates) 
• there is a smaller load of long AAC/AOC messages (many of these are associated with 

transfer of pre-flight data) which accounts for approximately 10% of messages and 30% 
of the channel usage. 

 
The figure below shows how the message load transfers to VDL Mode 4 bursts with length 
measured in slots.  The actual conversion depends on a number of factors including the burst 
overhead and hence the results shown here are approximate although believed to be 
representative. 
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It is clear that most messages can be sent in two slots.  However, a few AAC/AOC messages 
require very many slots but this is a small part of the overall load.   
 
VDL Mode 4 makes it possible to mix messages of different lengths and priorities on the same 
channel whilst maintaining, in particular, the quality of service for high priority messages: 
 

• it provides a one-to-one priority mapping with the 15 ATN priority levels, making it 
possible to differentiate AAC/AOC andATS messages and also high and low priority ATS 
messages. 

• the DLS transfer protocol makes it possible to send a high priority message between two 
peer stations even in the middle of the transfer of a long, fragmented, lower priority 
message. 

• the use of long transmission protocols makes it possible for the ground station to 
prioritise usage of the link because it has to give the go head, via a CTS, for a mobile to 
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transfer its data.  It can therefore reject the sending of lower priority DATA DLPDUs  in 
favour of higher priority messages. 

 
The VDL Mode 4 protocols therefore prevent a high priority message getting stuck behind a 
lower priority message. 
 

2.5.9.2.5 Use of ground reserved slots 

VDL Mode 4 protocols inherently provide a measure of protection against hidden and exposed 
terminals.  For example: 
 

• The short transmission protocol generally protects downlinks from aircraft at high altitude 
since all other aircraft have a good view of the transmitting aircraft.  However, the short 
transmission protocol is less effective for low- lying and ground based aircraft. 

• The long transmission protocol can be used to protect uplink transmission since the slot 
selection is provided by the aircraft, which has a better view of the slot map since it sees 
many of the transmitter that would be hidden to the ground station. 

 
However, a much greater level of protection can be provided by making use of quarantined slots 
provided by the second frame and superframe reservation protocols.   
 
A possible concept of operation is as follows: 
 

• The ground station or network of ground stations establishes blocks of slots which are 
reserved for ground station use only.  (“Ground station use only” means that the slots 
may only contain a) transmissions by ground station b) transmissions by mobile stations 
directed by ground stations)  

• Uplink transmissions are carried out using the short transmission procedures with the 
DATA DLPDU contained within the ground reserved block. Optionally the ACK DLPDU 
could also be placed within the ground reserved block. 

• Downlink transmissions should be carried out using the long transmission procedures.  
The mobile sends the RTS using random access procedures in the part of the slot map 
that has not been reserved for ground use only.  The ground station then issues the CTS 
placing a reservation for the DATA DLPDU and, optionally, the ACK DLPDU in the 
ground reserved block. 

 
This concept ensures that all DATA transfer is carried out within ground reserved blocks which 
are afforded maximum protection from hidden terminals and exposed terminals by the use of 
the second frame and /or superframe reservation protocols.  A further advantage of the concept 
is that the ground station becomes responsible for efficient organisation of the slot map, 
ensuring that all DATA DLPDUs are packed consecutively within the ground reserved blocks. 

2.5.10 Link management 

(VDL Mode 4 Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications 1.5) 

There are two key processes involved in establishing and maintaining links between aircraft and 
ground stations in VDL Mode 4: 
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• exchange of mobile and ground station addresses and positions using broadcast 

synchronisation transmissions or “bursts”; 

• exchange of link control information via CTRL frames. 
 
This section describes each of these processes and then describes a number of other important 
aspects of link management in VDL Mode 4. 

2.5.10.1 Synchronisation bursts 

(VDL Mode 4 Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications 1.5.2 and 1.5.6.1) 

Synchronisation bursts are broadcast periodically by every mobile and ground station. They 
comprise a fixed part and one of a number of possible variable parts. The fixed part is used to 
support both the ADS-B service and the management of communications on the data link. The 
variable part contains additional ADS-B or management information that does not need to be 
included in each synchronisation burst. 
 
The minimum communication requirement is that identity and position are broadcast at least 
once per minute on the GSCs using the synchronisation burst. However, such transmissions will 
be required more frequently than this, as synchronisation bursts will be used for ADS-B 
applications which generally require higher update rates to achieve adequate surveillance 
capability. 
 
Synchronisation bursts will use the Periodic Broadcast protocol to reserve slots for the regular 
transmission of identity and position. The burst structure is described in Section 2.5.5. 

2.5.10.2 CTRL frames  

(VDL Mode 4 Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications1.5.7, 1.5.8) 

CTRL frame exchange is supported by VDL Mode 4 and allows a ground station to negotiate 
data link connection with one or more mobile stations. A key function provided by CTRL frame 
exchange is the notification by the ground station to other users of supported services (e.g. 
ADS-B, FIS, TIS etc), otherwise known as the Directory of Services. 

2.5.10.3 Network entry 

(VDL Mode 4 Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications 1.3.12, 1.3.13,1.5.6.1.2, and 1.5.6.3) 

2.5.10.3.1 Conditions for application of network entry protocols 

A station should apply the network entry protocols when it: 
1) is turned on. 
2) tunes to a new channel on which it desires to transmit autonomously. 
3) starts listening to a channel after having stopped listening to that channel for a sufficiently 

long period of time. 
4) discovers that it has become “exposed” to a large number of previously unknown stations. 
 

Exposure to a large number of previously unknown stations may happen when: 

• an aircraft takes off and rapidly becomes aware of many other aircraft who may have been 
shielded by the horizon until just a few moments before; 
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• a previously hidden aircraft flies over an obstruction into a busy airspace - see Figure 2-16. 
 

Figure 2-16  Previously hidden station, X, suddenly arrives in a busy airspace 
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Busy airspace
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Two examples for network entry are described below: 
• The first uses a combination of the periodic and incremental broadcast protocols and 

requires a station to wait for a period of one minute before it can broadcast its position. 
• The second involves using plea/response and BND protocols which enable a station to 

broadcast its position within a few seconds of joining the network. 

2.5.10.3.2 Network entry with combined periodic and incremental broadcast 

(VDL Mode 4 Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications 1.3.12 and 1.5.6.1.2) 

VDL Mode 4 allows the Periodic Broadcast and Incremental Broadcast burst formats to be 
combined. This is useful for a new station placing periodic reservations for the first time.  
 
Assuming that a new station has just started operation, a possible procedure for initiating 
transmission is as follows:  
1. The new station listens to the global signalling channels until a complete super-frame has 

been received (this will take 1 minute). 
2. The information gained during this listening period is used to build up a reservation table 

that contains a record of the data received for each slot. The station calculates the bearing 
and distance of each other station within range. This information is used to control access in 
the event that the new station must override the slot allocation of a distant station. It also 
assigns a time-out value that is a parameter that controls the deletion of old and inactive 
entries in the station directory. 

3. The new station calculates the position of the “nominal slots” indicating where it would like to 
start transmitting data. 

4. The new station chooses actual slots for its broadcasts using candidate slots grouped 
around each nominal slot. 

 
This process is illustrated in Figure 2-17 and reduces the chance of slot contention since all 
other stations will know that the new station is intending to transmit later in the superframe and 
they will not use the same slot for other transmissions. 
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Figure 2-17  Use of Periodic Broadcast and Incremental Broadcast reservations for 
network entry 
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2.5.10.3.3 Network entry procedures using plea/response and BND protocols 

With the method described in section 2.5.10.3.2, a station is required to listen to a channel for a 
minimum of 60 seconds prior to transmitting for the first time, in order to build up an accurate 
map of reserved and unreserved slots. Such a long gap in position reporting may be 
unacceptable in a busy terminal area where an aircraft needs to be able to start transmitting 
rapidly for safety reasons and, if required by a particular application, other network entry 
procedures may be used by the station. These achieve a reduction in the length of any reporting 
gap by allowing a station to begin transmitting its position before it has acquired a complete slot 
reservation map. These procedures use the following protocols: 

• Big Negative Dither (BND) reservations; 

• Half-slot transmissions; 

• Plea-response transmissions. 
 
These are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
 
Big negative dither (BND) reservations 
(VDL Mode 4 SARPs 1.3.13) 

A Big Negative Dither (BND) reservation makes a reservation for a slot in the following 
superframe at a position behind that of the current slot in the current superframe. It can be used 
by stations which have listened to the channel for a few seconds but have not yet built up a 
complete reservation table. 
 
The station transmitting the BND will have knowledge of the slot map in the current superframe 
for at least the few seconds before its BND reservation message, and will therefore have 
sufficient knowledge of the reservations already made for the same period in the following 
superframe. The station can therefore reserve a slot in that period in the next superframe using 
the BND reservation message without requiring knowledge of the whole slot map. 
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Figure 2-18  BND reservations 
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Every slot reservation can dither by up to 127 slots each way from its nominal position in any 
superframe. This is illustrated for one slot reservation in Figure 2-17. A Big Negative Dither must 
be larger than this, at –128 slots or more. A BND reservation must not reserve in slots which 
may be occupied by a station that dithers in a forward direction (by up to 127 slots) in the next 
superframe. As a result of this, a station must wait at least until the 127 + 128 = 255th slot after 
it starts listening to a channel before it can transmit a BND reservation, as shown in Figure 2-18. 
 
Half-slot transmissions 
 
Half-slot transmissions allow a station to make a short transmission without knowledge of the 
current slot map. A station wishing to make a half-slot transmission on a channel will start 
listening to that channel. For each time-slot, the station will listen to see if any transmissions are 
being made in that slot. If after half a slot there has been no detectable transmission, the station 
will ‘throw a dice’ (with a 1 in x chance of returning ‘yes’ where x is a small number) to decide 
whether or not to transmit. If the result of the ‘dice-throwing’ is to transmit, the station will 
transmit a half-slot message in the second half of the slot, as shown in Figure 2-19. 
 
The purpose of the ‘dice-throwing’ is to reduce the possibility of two stations simultaneously 
deciding to transmit at once in the second half of the slot. In the terminology of SARPs, the 
‘dice-throwing’ is referred to as a p-persistent algorithm. 
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Figure 2-19  Half-slot transmissions 
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The half-slot message will contain the ID of the station transmitting it, but there is insufficient 
space within the shorter message to broadcast the position of the transmitting station. There is 
space within the half-slot message to transmit a BND reservation or to transmit a plea to a peer 
station asking for available slot positions. 
 
A BND reservation will result in the station acquiring a reserved slot in the next superframe but 
behind its position in the current frame – thus to acquire n reserved slots in the next superframe, 
the station would have to make n half-slot transmissions in the current superframe. On the other 
hand, a plea to a peer station can result in a response giving the transmitting station a number 
of slots in the same superframe in which it may transmit. This is discussed more fully in the 
following section. 
 
Plea-response protocol 
(VDL Mode 4 Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications 1.3.16.1.2, 1.3.16.3.2, 1.3.16.4.3, 
1.3.16.4.5, 1.3.16.5.5) 

With the plea-response protocol, a station wishing to perform network entry can acquire a 
number of slots in which to transmit by making a single half-slot plea transmission to other peer 
stations. The mechanism is illustrated in Figure 2-20. 
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Figure 2-20  Plea-response 
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Suppose that a station A wishes to achieve network entry in a region of airspace occupied by a 
number of aircraft including stations X and Y. Station A uses the SARPs protocols to decide 
which aircraft to address a plea transmission to, and chooses station Y. Station A then makes a 
half-slot transmission in which it makes a plea to Y asking to be given some slots in which to 
transmit. 
 
Shortly afterwards, Y responds with a full-slot transmission in which it names a number of slots 
which A can use to make its first full-slot transmissions. Station Y’s response will contain 
reservations for slots which are appropriate for station A, taking account of all other slot 
reservations and restrictions which are known to station Y. These reservations are all likely to 
be contained within one superframe of the initial plea transmission to station Y. Station A 
subsequently makes full-slot transmissions in some, or all, of the slots it has been given.  
 
Station A may additionally use BND reservations in the slots it was given by station Y in order to 
move the positions of the donated slots to positions which A regards as more appropriate. The 
use of BND reservations in these slots is also shown in Figure 2-20. Station A might do this 
because it is committed to always transmitting in certain slots, or at a certain rate. 
 
Alternatively, the station may just decide to use the provided slots in the first superframe 
appending null reservations and then, when it has built up its own reservation table, establish 
new streams using the periodic/incremental protocol.  This avoids the need for an 
implementation to include the transmission functions associated with the BND protocol. 

2.5.10.4 Block reservation protocols 

(VDL Mode 4 SARPs 1.3.17) 

There are two types of block reservation designed to provide protection for important ground 
station transmissions: the superframe block reservation, and the second frame block 
reservation. 
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2.5.10.4.1 Superframe block reservation 

A ground station may use the superframe block reservation protocol in order to reserve blocks 
of slots for its own use. This protocol establishes a series of blocks of slots in which no other 
station is allowed to place a reservation or to transmit. Network entry protocol transmissions 
(Section 2.5.10.3) are also prohibited. 
 
The protocol provides a facility for a ground station to be able to re-broadcast this message via 
a mobile. The advantage of this is that since the mobile will be in a better position to see other 
mobiles than the ground station it will provide a better protection of the slots than if there was 
sole reliance on the ground station transmissions.  If the relay mode of operation is used, the 
ground station should ensure that it chooses a mobile that is well placed in order to ensure that 
as many other mobiles as possible receive the block information.  Therefore it should choose a 
mobile that is at high altitude and positioned somewhere near the centre of the zone over which 
it is desired to transmit the block information. 
 
The following scenario is illustrated in Figure 2-21. 

• Ground station G wants to protect three blocks of 10 slots per superframe. Let us refer to 
these slots as 100-109, 1600-1609, 3100-3109 (note that these are relative to the current 
slot 0) 

• G chooses a mobile M for re-broadcasting the message. 

• G broadcasts a superframe block message defining slots 100-109, 1600-1609, 3100-3109. 
For illustration let us assume this is done in slot 5, but it would more likely be done in one of 
the reserved blocks. 

• G includes in this transmission the address of mobile M and the identity of the slot in which 
M is to re-broadcast the information. For reasons set out later, the slot chosen for re-
broadcasting the message should not be within the ground reserved block, but should be 
just before it. Let us say that slot 96 is chosen. 

• In slot 96, M transmits the superframe block information. 

• If required G can reinforce the protection by requesting transmissions before later reserved 
blocks, that is, just before slots 1600 or 3100, as shown in Figure 2-21. 
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Figure 2-21  Blocks protected by ground and mobile re-broadcast transmissions 
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G can also reinforce the protection by asking other mobiles N and P to transmit the same 
message in a different slot. This is illustrated in Figure 2-22. 
 

Figure 2-22  Block protection using multiple mobiles 

 
 

M N P G
 

 
 
In the case of multiple ground stations in a local area, block protection may be more complete if 
more than one ground station and/or more than one mobile is used to protect the block. This is 
illustrated in Figure 2-23. 
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Figure 2-23  Block protection with multiple ground stations and mobiles 
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2.5.10.4.2 Second frame block reservation 

The second frame block reservation allows a ground station to reserve one or more slots at the 
start of each second for exclusive use by ground stations for important uplink transmissions to 
mobiles. In the absence of any second frame blocking reservation from the ground station, the 
mobile will, by default, reserve 8 slots at the start of each second. However, a particular ground 
station may choose to either reduce or increase this number according to the applications it 
wishes to use at the time. 
 

Figure 2-24  Second frame block reservation 
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2.5.10.5 Ground quarantining 

(VDL Mode 4 Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications 1.3.3.1, 1.3.3.3, and 1.3.6.4) 

Where a ground station is using the Autotune Reservation to direct mobiles when to broadcast 
synchronisation bursts, VDL Mode 4 uses a concept known as ground quarantining to assist in 
the management of the channel. The group of slots (typically 4) after a slot that has been 
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reserved by a directed request transmission from a mobile are “quarantined”, and will not be 
used by other mobiles for transmissions (see Figure 2-25). Similarly, the group of slots after a 
periodic reservation placed by a ground station are quarantined. 

 
Figure 2-25  Quarantining 

Directed ADS-B
messages

Ground
transmissions in
quarantine slots

Aircraft out of ground station
coverage avoids quarantined slots

 
 
The ground station can place reservations for new mobiles into one of the quarantined slots 
thereby reducing the risk of contention with other stations and increasing the efficiency of 
network entry for ground directed systems. The effect of ground quarantining is to form groups 
of directed reservations, which make most efficient use of the channel and leave the rest of the 
channel for autonomous operation. 
 
If a mobile is further than a specified distance away from the station which reserved the 
quarantined slots, that mobile may regard those quarantined slots as unreserved and may 
transmit in them as normal. 

2.5.10.6 Global signalling channels (GSC) 

(VDL Mode 4 SARPs 1.4.2) 

A pair of Global Signalling Channels (GSC A and GSC B) provide for communication control in 
most areas up to and including high-density airspace. In areas with extreme traffic density, such 
as the Los Angeles Basin and the core area of Europe, the GSCs could be supplemented with 
Local Signalling Channels (LSCs) in terminal areas and for airport surface surveillance 
(seeChapter 4). 
 
The GSCs are also used to transmit the VDL Mode 4 Directory of Services described below. 
The global signalling channels are likely to be allocated world-wide and represent the common 
element of VDL Mode 4 operations. 
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The concept assumes two Global Signalling Channel assignments, GSC A and GSC B, in order 
to support autonomous operations. The station's single transmitter (minimum hardware 
configuration) cycles among the two channels, tuning automatically, while the two receivers 
monitor each channel full-time.  
 
The aggregate update rate must satisfy the default-commanded requirement (e.g. at least 12 
per minute averaged over the two GSCs). The global use of dual GSC channels simplifies 
station operations and spectrum co-ordination, and would not adversely affect spectrum 
utilisation in those areas of the world with low-density traffic.  
 
With two GSCs carrying all link management and ADS-B traffic, VDL Mode 4 is inherently 
robust in terms of unintentional interference on either channel. Loss of either channel, due to 
unintentional and unforeseen events, results in graceful reduction of the traffic information 
update rate for all stations. The reduced update rate is still sufficient to satisfy most applications. 
 
In areas with low GSC loading, local authorities could permit broadcast applications and tactical 
ATS communication on the GSC channels. 

2.5.10.7 Frequency management 

(VDL Mode 4 SARPs 1.4.1, 1.4.2, and 2.1.2) 

Any 25 kHz VHF channel between 108.00 - 136.975 MHz, protected as appropriate, can be 
used by the VDL Mode 4 data link, dependent on the application. ICAO has assigned this band 
for VHF data link. The two Global Signalling Channels will be assigned as the result of 
international agreement. Note that it may be better to split them so as to give better resistance 
to broad-band interfering signals. 
 
Frequency management provides the following: 

• spectrum efficiency via a limited set of world-wide global frequency assignments for basic 
functions; 

• flexibility for augmented operations and local spectrum management on a national and 
regional basis; 

• protection of safety-critical functions. 
 
Figure 2-26 illustrates the principles for channel assignments.  
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Figure 2-26  Channel Assignments 

Subject to regional requirements and frequency management constraints, optional additional 
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• the ability to refer to the current channel or a different channel.  Each DOS message has a 

dedicated field with information for the current channel and then has the ability to add more 
information for one or more additional channels, referenced by the channel subfield. 

 
• the assembly of a large database of DOS information through the use of sequential entry 

numbers (ie each new transmission either replaces previous information if it has the same 
entry number or adds to it if the entry number is different). 

 
• The availability of services is flagged in two ways: 
 

1. By adding a unique byte for each service.  The number of bytes added is indicated in the 
application number subfield.  These bytes are open for future definition.  However four 
have been defined in VDL Mode 4 Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications section 
3.7 including ADS-B and TIS-B. 

 
2. Through the use of a service information field.  This is a compressed means of giving the 

service information.  Each bit in a service information field represents a particular 
service.  If the bit is set, then the service is available.  The information represented by 
each bit is a matter for application definition and the meaning depends on the value of 
the service information type subfield contained at the end of the DOS message.  One 
service information field type has been defined in VDL Mode 4 SARPs section C.7 to 
provide a compressed means of indicating support for services that include ADS-B and 
TIS-B. 

 
Additional compression techniques have been defined to enable a special “compressed XID” 
format to be used for DOS messages (and indeed other VDL XID parameters) under certain 
circumstances (uplink, broadcast of VDL Mode 4 private parameters only).  Taken together with 
the use of the service information field to efficiently encode supported application data, the 
compressed XID makes it possible to pack a large amount of information into a transmission 
which lasts for a single slot. 
 
Examples uses of the compressed XID and the DOS message type are given  inappendix A. 
 

2.6 Operation 

This section describes the operation of mobile and ground stations in VDL Mode 4, applying the 
procedures on operating modes, reservation protocols, GSCs and frequency management 
described earlier in this chapter. 

2.6.1 Mobile stations 

2.6.1.1 Network entry 

When first switched on, or following a loss of power or memory, a mobile station has the option 
of gaining network entry with the Network Entry protocols described in Section 2.5.10.3. The 
Network Entry protocols have the advantage of allowing rapid access to the network, with a 
mobile being able to broadcast its position within a few seconds of switching on. However, if the 
mobile does not use the Network Entry protocols it must: 
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• tune one receiver to each GSC and monitor the two channels until the mobile has obtained 

a map of current and future slot reservations. This will take one minute (one superframe). 

• start transmitting on the GSC channels at the combined default rate (see below) using 
autonomous reporting. This is achieved using the combined Periodic and Incremental 
Broadcast Reservation protocols (Section 2.5.10.3). After the first minute of reporting, the 
mobile station will use only the Periodic Broadcast reservation protocol. 

 
Subsequently, the mobile station may be instructed by a ground station to change the 
characteristics of its reporting. It may, for instance, be instructed to change from the GSCs to 
other Local Signalling Channels (LSCs)  

2.6.1.2 Autonomous ADS-B reporting 

(VDL Mode 4 Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications. C) 

When initially switched on, a mobile station will use the network entry procedure described 
above. It will then start to transmit and receive ADS-B messages on the two GSCs. 
 
The station will begin transmitting at the combined default rate on the GSCs,. Transmissions will 
be distributed between the two GSC channels to achieve a evenly spaced overall reporting rate. 
The use of two channels eliminates a single point of failure in the case of loss of one channel for 
whatever reason. 
 
The current and future use of slots by a mobile station is pre-announced using one of the 
reservation protocols described in Section 2.5. By pre-announcing its intention to transmit in a 
particular slot, a station attempts to ensure that no other station transmits in the same slot in 
such a way that would cause unacceptable interference. 
 
A mobile station uses the Periodic Broadcast Reservation protocol (Section 2.5.8.1) to make 
regular ADS-B reports. This protocol allows a station to reserve slots in consecutive 
superframes. Each reservation is for the same slot (with a dither, if required) in the following 
superframe, and the reservation of a slot from minute to minute is known as a “stream”. A 
station must create as many streams as ADS-B messages it wishes to send in a minute. For 
instance, if a station wishes to send a message every 6 seconds, then it must create 10 
streams. 

2.6.1.3 Directed ADS-B reporting 

A mobile station may be directed by a ground station to report ADS-B messages on a specified 
channel and at a specified rate. This is achieved using the General Request message (Section 
2.5.8.3) with an Autotune Reservation (Section 2.5.8.6). 
 
When the mobile station receives the Autotune Reservation, it stops reporting autonomously 
and starts reporting as it has been instructed. To cancel autonomous reporting, the station must 
transmit a reservation cancellation in each of the reserved slots. This announces to other 
stations that those slots are now vacated. 
 
The General Request includes the ID (type) of the message that is to be transmitted by the 
mobile. This will usually specify an ADS-B message but it could instead specify, for instance, a 
waypoint message. The request also includes a time-out value, specifying the number of 
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superframes that the reservation will be held for, the reporting rate and a “directed offset” field. 
The directed offset field is used to indicate either: 

• that the mobile should broadcast autonomously, i.e. decide on its own slots using the 
specified rate (“directed-rate reservation”); or 

• that the mobile should use pre-defined slots specified by the ground station (“directed-slot 
reservation”). 

 
The request also includes a frequency to force the mobile station to change channel 
(“autotune”) if this is required. 
 
When issuing a directed-slot reservation, it is the responsibility of the ground station(s) to 
ensure that if two different mobiles are given the same slots, they are sufficiently separated and 
on divergent paths such that a possible loss of communications does not cause a threat. 

2.6.1.3.1 Transmission of a single ADS-B or other message 

A mobile station may be instructed by another station to report a single ADS-B or other 
message in one slot. This is achieved using a General Request message with a Unicasted 
Request Reservation transmitted from one station to another. 
 
A Unicasted Request Reservation may be sent from a mobile to another mobile or a ground 
station, or from a ground station to a mobile. The station replies in the slot indicated in the 
General Request message. This procedure may be used to obtain information from a station 
such as: 

• data which is normally transmitted at low rate (e.g. next waypoints) and which for whatever 
reason has not been received for some time or not at all; 

• to obtain more frequent position reports from a nearby aircraft. 

2.6.1.3.2 Sleep mode 

Sleep mode is used for parked aircraft. When in sleep mode and stationary, the reporting rate 
will be low. When the aircraft moves, the reporting rate will be automatically increased. Sleep 
mode is used to reduce the load on the data link. 
 
An Autotune Reservation may include an instruction to enter sleep mode. The Autotune 
Reservation includes two parameters that the receiver may use to determine when to leave the 
sleep mode. The first is a distance from the current position and the second is the velocity. If 
either parameter is exceeded, then the mobile will leave the sleep mode and start transmitting 
ADS-B reports at a high rate. This is achieved using the Incremental Broadcast protocol. The 
reporting rate whilst in sleep mode is specified in the Autotune Reservation. The reporting rate 
when leaving the sleep mode is decided by the mobile station. 

2.6.1.3.3 Waypoint reporting 

The VDL Mode 4 message set supports waypoint reporting.  Waypoint reporting could be 
performed autonomously at a low rate on each of the channels on which the mobile station 
transmits ADS-B reports.. In addition, waypoint messages can be sent in response to Directed 
or General Requests from another station. 
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2.6.1.3.4 Downlink of airborne parameters (DAP) 

A mobile station may transmit data other than ADS-B messages known as downlink of airborne 
parameters (DAP). DAP messages may be sent: 

• periodically as broadcast messages; 

• on-demand, e.g. using the Unicasted Request or Autotune Reservation protocols. 
 
DAP messages may be sent either autonomously (as decided by a DAP application) or in 
response to instructions from another station. DAP messages are expected to be consistent 
with the DAP messages defined for Mode S. 

2.6.2 Ground stations 

This section describes the general operation of ground stations. The management of channel 
switching is described in more detail in Section 4.3.1 on channel management. 
 
Ground stations are not required for autonomous operation on the pre-assigned GSCs. 
 
Ground stations uplink different types of information to support communications management 
and a range of applications: 

• ADS-B messages, used for communications management and the ADS-B service; 

• General Request messages, used to instruct an aircraft to change its reporting 
characteristics (rate, channel, autonomous/directed mode) or to instruct it to transmit 
periodic or on-demand airborne parameters (DAP) information; 

• Directory of Services messages, used to give information about the VDL Mode 4 services 
available on different channels; 

• Blocking messages, used to reserve a series of slots for exclusive use by a ground station 
in order to protect the transmitted information from unintentional interference from other 
transmitters; 

• TIS-B messages, used by the ground system to broadcast radar position data and to re-
broadcast aircraft position information to other aircraft; 

• Other messages, used by the ground system to broadcast data to support other 
applications; 

 
All of the above transmissions are broadcast messages with the exception of the General 
Request message which is addressed to a particular mobile station. 

2.6.2.1 ADS-B messages transmitted from a ground station 

A ground station transmits ADS-B messages using Synchronisation Bursts that comprise a fixed 
part and one of a number of possible variable parts (see Sections 2.5.5 and 2.5.10). The 
variable part termed ‘Basic Ground’ is likely to be used most often by ground stations, although 
other variable parts have been defined which may also be used by ground stations (see VDL 
Mode 4 SARPs Section C.1). 
 
The reporting rate for ground station ADS-B messages is an implementation option, but is likely 
to be lower than for mobile stations. It should not be lower than one message per minute. 
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2.6.2.2 Mechanisms for a ground station to control a mobile  

The use of autonomous or directed reporting is an implementation option. However, it is 
expected that autonomous ADS-B reporting will be used for aircraft in en-route and unmanaged 
airspace, while directed reporting will be used for aircraft in busy terminal areas and for mobiles 
(aircraft and ground vehicles) on the airport surface. Directed reporting is a flexible protocol that 
can be used to specify a channel for transmissions and a reporting rate. It can also be used to 
specify actual slots for transmissions. 
 
The mechanisms used by a ground station to control a mobile was addressed in Section 2.6.1.3 
and more details are given in Chapter 4. 

2.6.2.3 TIS-B 

A ground station may uplink TIS-B messages with information about non ADS-B equipped 
aircraft. There are two types of message: 

• TIS-B track message, which gives position information on up to four aircraft.  

• TIS-B track identity message, which gives the flight identity (callsign) address of up to four 
aircraft. 

 
The TIS-B tracks with callsign are intended to be displayed in CDTI data on a cockpit display. 
 
The TIS-B track identity may be sent at a lower rate than the TIS-B track messages since they 
contain only static data. The reporting rate is an implementation option, but typical rates may be 
one report every 10 seconds per track for TIS-B track messages and once per minute per track 
for TIS-B track identity messages. 
 
TIS-B messages may also be used by a ground station to re-transmit ADS-B reports. This can 
be useful when an aircraft transits into an area where a different channel is being used for ADS-
B reporting. In this case, the ground station can provide aircraft in the new area with position 
information about the aircraft entering the area (and vice versa), long before the aircraft 
switches to the new channel. 

2.6.2.4 Protecting ground station transmissions 

Ground stations may use quarantining to reduce the likelihood of a mobile station transmitting in 
slots used by a ground station (see Section 2.5.10.5). 
 
The technique is useful because a ground station will usually be at low height compared to 
mobiles and the coverage of its transmissions will be limited. This means that an aircraft A at 
low altitude and at long range may not receive transmissions from the ground station. Slots 
being used by the ground station will then appear to be vacant and will therefore be used by the 
aircraft A. This will cause interference to other aircraft that wish to receive the ground station 
transmissions. 
 
In addition, a ground station’s transmissions are likely to have higher priority than an aircraft’s 
ADS-B reports. The priority of the ground station transmissions will depend on the application 
being supported. 
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2.6.2.5 Managing ground station transmissions 

Ground stations will generally transmit bursts containing several different types of messages. 
Figure 2-27 shows uplink transmissions containing: 

• System control messages (synchronisation bursts); 

• Directory of Services messages (DoS); 

• TIS-B messages; 

• Other applications messages; 

• General Request messages (GR). 
 
The figure also shows: 

• Blocked slots. These are reserved slots for use by ground stations only. In areas with 
multiple ground stations, their pre-planned transmissions are co-ordinated. The blocked area 
covers all transmissions by these stations. Blocked slots can be established by a variety of 
means, as specified in Section 2.5.10.4. 

• Directed reporting by aircraft reporting under direction of a ground station. The slots 
immediately following the uplink transmissions have been assigned. 

• Ground quarantine slots. These are the slots immediately following the slots used for 
directed reporting. 

 
Figure 2-27  Ground station transmissions 

Other applications
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Note that uplink transmissions may be a contiguous transmission across several slots, without 
breaks. To prevent the transmission from becoming too long, the ground station may insert 
some breaks. 
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A LINK MANAGEMENT 
 
 
 
 
This appendix comprises detailed information on the format of the synchronization burst. The 
information in the synchronization burst is used for management of the VDL Mode 4 link as well 
as by ADS-B and other applications. Only information related to the link management function is 
addressed. References to the draft Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications for the VDL 
Mode 4 Data Link are given. 
 
The Directory of Services (DoS) message format is under final review by the AMCP VSG at this 
time, and will be included in this appendix later. 

A.1 Sync burst 

(Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications 1.5.2.2) 

The link management entity (LME) in VDL Mode 4 uses a sync burst to control the 
communications. A sync burst can also contain ADS-B related data. 
 
The sync burst is divided into a fixed part, containing information required for communications 
maintenance as well as basic ADS-B information, and a variable part containing additional 
information used by the applications, e.g. ADS-B. 
 
The complete sync burst is made up of the general burst header (Section A.2), the fixed part of 
the sync burst (Section A.3), and one of a number of possible variable sync burst parts (Section 
A.4). 

A.2 General burst header 

(Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications 1.3.2) 

The general burst header contains information on: 

• the reservation type (VDL Mode 4 specific info – ground controlled or autonomous); 

• the version number (to support growth); 

• the source address (ICAO 24 bit address plus 3 bits to define the address type – see 
SARPS Table A-55). 

 
The rest of the burst is filled in according to the type of burst being transmitted. 
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Table A-1  General burst format 

Description Octet Bit number 
  8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
flag - 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
reservation ID (rid), version number 
(ver)  

1 s27 s26 s25 ver3 ver2 ver1 rid 1 

 2 s24 s23 s22 s21 s20 s19 s18 s17 
source address (s) 3 s16 s15 s14 s13 s12 s11 s10 s9 
 4 s8 s7 s6 s5 s4 s3 s2 s1 
message ID (mi) 5 ink mik . . . . . . mi4  

mi3 
mi2 mi1 

 6         
information 6 - n-5   . . . . . . . .    
 n-4         
reservation data (rd) n-3  in1 rdk . . . . . .    
extended reservation ID (erid) n-2 eridk . . . . . erid1   rd1 
CRC (c) n-1 c16 c15 c14 c13 c12 c11 c10 c9 
 n c8 c7 c6 c5 c4 c3 c2 c1 
flag - 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
 

 . . . . . . . .   Denotes variable length field 
 

A.3 Fixed data field of sync burst 

(Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications  1.5.2.2) 

Fixed field information is always transmitted. The fixed data field contains information on: 

• autonomous/directed flag; 

• altitude type (baro/geo); 

• CPR format; 

• position uncertainty; 

• latitude and longitude (accuracy for en-route phase); 

• base altitude; 

• time figure of merit; 

• data age or latency; 
 
The remaining part of the burst is set aside for one of the possible variable information fields 
(see Section A.4 and Appendix B). 
 
The contents of the various data fields are detailed in Tables A-2 and A-3. 
 

Table A-2  Encoding for the fixed part of the sync burst 

Information field No of bits Comment 
Message ID 1 “0” indicates that the slot contains a synchronisation 
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burst. 
Autonomous/Directe
d mode 

1 The bit is used to denote an autonomous or directed 
burst. 

TFOM 2 4 timing states defined (primary certified, primary, 
secondary and tertiary). 

NUCp 4 Provides for the definition of 16 possible states. 
CPR odd/even 
identifier 

1 Denotes whether the position info (CPR encoding) is 
the odd or the even part. 

Latitude 12 The 12-bit CPR encoding provides position to a 
resolution of approximately ±140 m, within a 
segment (patch) of approximately 600 NM. 

Longitude 14 The 14-bit CPR encoding provides position to a 
resolution of approximately ±120 m, within a 
segment (patch) of approximately 600 NM. 

Baro/geo altitude 
identifier 

1 Denotes whether baro or geo altitude is transmitted. 
As default, barometric altitude is sent if available 
(“0”). 

Altitude 12 Altitude is reported using a specific format specified 
in the SARPs (Manual on Detailed Technical 
Specifications Table A-68). 

Data age (latency) 4 Describes the age of the transmitted data encoded 
as described in the SARPs (Manual on Detailed 
Technical Specifications Table A-69). 

Variable part ID 4 Identifies the information contained in the variable 
part within the synchronisation burst. If needed, 
additional eight bits for the ID are available in the 
variable part. 

 Total: 56  
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Table A-3  Synchronization burst format 

Description Octet Bit number 
  8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
autonomous/directed flag 
(a/d) 
baro/geo altitude (b/g) 
CPR Format even/odd 
(cprf) 
position uncertainty (nucp) 

5 nucp
4 

nucp
3 

nucp
2 

nucp
1 

cprf  b/g  a/d 0 

latitude (lat) 6 lat8 lat7 lat6 lat5 lat4 lat3 lat2 lat1 
base altitude (balt) 7 balt1

2 
balt1

1 
balt1

0 
balt9 lat12 lat11 lat10 lat9 

 8 balt8 balt7 balt6 balt5 balt4 balt3 balt2 balt1 
longitude (lng) 9 lng8 lng7 lng6 lng5 lng4 lng3 lng2 lng1 
time figure of merit (tfom) 10 tfom

2 
tfom
1 

lng14 lng13 lng12 lng11 lng10 lng9 

data age (da) 
information field ID (id) 

11 da4 da3 da2 da1 id4 id3 id2 id1 

ID extension 1 (id1), ID 
extension 2 (id2) 

12 id14 id13 id12 id11 id24 id23 id22 id21 

ID extension 3 (id3) 13 id34 id33 id32 id31 ink    
information field (in) 14         
 15   . . . . . . . .   
 16         
 17 in14 in13 in12 in11 in10 in9 in8 in7 
 18 in6 in5 in4 in3 in2 in1   

 
 . . . . . . . .   Denotes variable length field 

 

A.4 CPR encoding 

(Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications Appendix E) 

The Compact Position Reporting (CPR) algorithm was designed originally for use with Mode S 
bit encoding, with the purpose of allowing a full position report to be obtained using the smallest 
possible number of bits. 
 
The raw latitude and longitude values from the aircraft's avionics are divided into CPR-encoded 
low-resolution components which are sent in the fixed part of the sync burst, and high-resolution 
offset components that may be sent with one or more of the different variable parts. 
 
The low-resolution components are 12 bits in length for latitude and 14 bits in length for 
longitude, while the high-resolution offsets consist of either 4, 6, or 8 bits. The use of 14 bits for 
the low-resolution longitude encoding, as opposed to 12 for latitude encoding is to compensate 
for the fact that maximum errors in the longitude encoding were found to be approximately four 
times greater than those in the latitude encoding, with the longitude errors being highest near 
the polar regions. 
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To send position information, the CPR encoding algorithm is first used to encode the 12/14-bit 
low-resolution components in the fixed part of the synch burst - then the encoding for the high-
resolution components is performed by adding an offset field to the position derived from the 
fixed position. 
 
When a position report is received, the 12/14-bit low-resolution components are first decoded 
with the CPR algorithm. Depending on the resolution required, one of the high-resolution 
components may have been transmitted with the basic 12/14-bit transmission report. If so, the 
high-resolution component may be added to the 12/14-bit position to improve the overall 
resolution. 
 
Single reports may be decoded if a reference position is already known. Alternate position 
reports are encoded slightly differently as either even format or odd format reports in order to 
permit globally unambiguous decoding by combining consecutively received reports of opposing 
format. 

Thus: 

• A single 12/14-bit encoded position report may be unambiguously decoded over a range of 
1113 km (601 NM), with a resolution of approximately *140 m for latitude and *120 m for 
longitude. In this case, an observer or reference position must be known and be within 
*300.5 NM of the position to be decoded. The reference position will in most cases be the 
last globally unambiguous position to be decoded. 

• A pair of 12/14-bit encoded position reports (i.e. one of even and one of odd format) may be 
unambiguously decoded globally, with a resolution of approximately *140 m for latitude and 
*120 m for longitude, when the two reported positions are separated by less than 15.9 km. 
For typical aircraft velocities (625 knots), this permits the use of odd and even position 
reports up to 50 seconds apart.  
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A.5 Variable data field of sync burst 

(Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications 3.3) 

 Table A-4  Encoding for the variable part of the sync burst 

Information field No of Bits Encoding Notes 
Latitude 4 A high-resolution component to 

enhance the 12-bit low-resolution 
encoding transmitted in the fixed 
part 

  

Longitude 4 A high-resolution component to 
enhance the 14-bit low-resolution 
encoding transmitted in the fixed 
part  

  

Altitude offset 7 Barometric – geometric altitude 
Specific encoding defined in 
Manual on Detailed Technical 
Specifications C.10. 

 

UTC year 8 Current year - 1970, 0= N/A 1-255 
UTC month 4 Linear  
UTC day 5 Linear; 00= N/A  
UTC hours 5 Linear  
UTC minute 6 Linear  
UTC second 6 Linear  
Slot 8 linear – 0 indicates the first slot in 

the second frame 
0 to 255 

 
Table A-5  Link management information fields 

Information 
field ID (id) 

ID extension 
1 (id1) 

ID extension 2 
(id2) 

Information field name 

3 hex not present not present Basic ground 
4 hex not present not present UTC time 

 

Information field 3 - Basic ground 

(Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications 3.3) 

A variable field to be transmitted by ground stations. 
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Table A-6  Information field 3 - Basic ground 

Description Octe
t 

Bit number 

  8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
information field ID 11 x x x x 0 0 1 1 
UTC hours (h) 12 res res res h5 h4 h3 h2 h1 
UTC minute (min) 13 pid10 pid9 min6 min5 min4 min3 min2 min1 
patch ID (pid) 14 pid8 pid7 pid6 pid5 pid4 pid3 pid2 pid1 
baro/geo offset (bgo) 15 res bgo7 bgo6 bgo5 bgo4 bgo3 bgo2 bgo1 
slot (slt) 16 slt8 slt7 slt6 slt5 slt4 slt3 slt2 slt1 
4-bit longitude offset 
(lon4), 4-bit latitude 
offset (lat4) 

17 lon44 lon43 lon42 lon41 lat44 lat43 lat42 lat41 

UTC second (sec) 18 sec6 sec5 sec4 sec3 sec2 sec1   
 
 “res” denotes currently unused. “x” denotes part of fixed data field. 
 

Information field 4 - UTC time 

(Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications 3.3) 

Provides the possibility to transmit UTC time. 
 

Table A-7  Information field 4 - UTC Time 

Description Octe
t 

Bit number 

  8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
information field ID 11 x x x x 0 1 0 0 
UTC day (day) 12 res res res day5 day4 day3 day2 day1 
UTC year (yr) 13 yr8 yr7 yr6 yr5 yr4 yr3 yr2 yr1 
UTC hours (h), UTC 
month (mon) 

14 h4 h3 h2 h1 mon4 mon3 mon2 mon1 

UTC minute (min) 15 res h5 min6 min5 min4 min3 min2 min1 
slot (slt) 16 slt8 slt7 slt6 slt5 slt4 slt3 slt2 slt1 
4-bit longitude offset 
(lon4), 4-bit latitude 
offset (lat4) 

17 lon44 lon43 lon42 lon41 lat44 lat43 lat42 lat41 

UTC second (sec) 18 sec6 sec5 sec4 sec3 sec2 sec1   
 
 

A.6 Directory of Services (DoS) message 

The Directory of Services (DoS) message format was discussed in section 2.5.10.8 This section 
provides example DOS messages. 
 
Example 1:  Conventional XID (no compression) 

XID bursts can use the compressed frame burst with encoding as defined in Mode 2 SARPs. 
The following tables provide an example of the encoding for a DoS/GSIF message which could 
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be broadcast using the periodic reservation format or within a blocked or reserved slot using the 
null reservation protocol.. 
 
 

Table 1: Overall structure of the GSIF message with DoS parameters 

 
 
Octets 1 through 5 are the standard VDL Mode 4 header with bit 1 of octet 1 set to 1 indicating a 
burst.  Typically, the rid field (bit 2 of octet 1) would be set to 1 consistent with a periodic 
reservation field at the end of the transmission.  Octet 6 is encoded consistent with the link 
control field definitions of VDL Mode 2, and indicates that the frame is an XID. 
 

The detailed encoding of the information subfield (octets 6 through (n-3) in Table 1) is illustrated 
in Table 2.  Note that this is only one example for a particular set of XID parameters.   
 

Parameter field Oct
et 

Bit position within octet Comments 

  8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1  
flag - 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0  
burst/frame bit,  
rid (rid ), version 
number (ver) 

1 s s s ve
r 

ve
r 

ve
r 

rid 1 compressed frame 
burst (bit 1 is a 1). 
rid = 1 for periodic 
res. 

source address 
(s) 

2 s s s s s s s s  

 3 s s s s s s s s  
 4 s s s s s s s s  
message ID and 
command/respo
nse bit 

5 c/r 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 c/r=0 for gnd 
command. 
Msg id (0110001) => 
compressed frame 

link control field 6 1 0 1 p/f 1 1 1 1 per VDL Mode 2;  p/f 
=0 for DoS/GSIF 
message 

information field 7          
 8          
 9          
 :          
 n-3 x x x x x x re

s 
res periodic reservation 

or null reservation 
reservation data n-2 re

s 
re
s 

re
s 

re
s 

re
s 

re
s 

re
s 

res  

CRC n-1 cr
c 

crc crc crc crc crc crc crc  

CRC n cr
c 

crc crc crc crc crc crc crc  

frame flag - 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0  
Note.—“x” denotes unused bit. 
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The group ID indicates that this is a group of private parameters.  The group length indicates 
that the information contained in this group, excluding the group ID and group length header 
octets, is exactly 15 octets.   
 

Table 2: Example detailed structure of the information field of a DoS message 

 
 
The first parameter block, comprising octets 9-11, gives the type of private parameters being 
exchanged.  The parameter ID is “private parameter group”; the parameter length is 1 octet (i.e., 
referring to octet 11), and the parameter value is “VDL Mode 4 private parameters”.    
 
Example 2: Use of compressed XID 
 
Broadcast XIDs can also be sent using the compressed XID burst format.  The following 
provides an example of the use of a compressed XID burst 
 

Parameter field Oct
et 

Bit position within octet Comments 

  8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1  
group ID ( = 
OxF0) 

7 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0  “private 
parameters” 

group length 8 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 “15 bytes follow” 
parameter ID 
( = Ox00) 

9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 “private parameter 
group” 

parameter length 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 “1 byte follows” 
parameter value 
( = Ox34) 

11 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 “VDL Mode 4 
private parameters” 

parameter ID 
(strawman 
coding) 

12 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 Param VS2: 
Nominal periodic 
rate on channel 

parameter length 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 “1 byte follows” 
parameter value 14 x x n6 n5 n4 n3 n2 n1 encode value of 

VS2 
parameter ID 
(strawman 
coding) 

15 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 Param. VS1: 
Number of ground 
quarantine slots 

parameter length 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 “1 byte follows” 
parameter value 17 x x x x 0 1 1 0 reset VS1 to 6 slots 

for this 
channel/subnetwork 

Note.—“x” indicates unused bit (recommend setting to 0). 
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Table 3: Example Compressed XID burst format 

Parameter field Octet Bit position within octet Comments 
  8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1  
flag - 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0  
burst/frame bit,  
rid (rid ), version 
number (ver) 

1 s s s Ve
r 

Ve
r 

Ve
r 

rid 1 compressed frame 
burst (bit 1 is a 1). 
rid = 1 for periodic 
res. 

source address 
(s) 

2 s s s S S S s s  

 3 s s s S S S s s  
 4 s s s S S S s s  
message ID and 
directory of 
services (dos) 
flag 

5 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 Compressed frame 
ID 
DOS flag = 1 
indicates presence of 
DOS message 

Parameter ID 6 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1  
Parameter value 7 g

s
c 

0 0 1 en
t4 

En
t3 

en
t2 

ent
1 

entry number (ent),  
current channel 
subfield 
additional service 
info (ai) = 001; GSC 
flag (gsc) 

 8 s
i
8 

si7 si6 si5 si4 si3 si2 si1 service information 
(si) 

CHANNEL 1 
gsc flag, 
additional 
service info (ai) 

9 g
s
c 

0 0 1 f12 f11 f10 f9 channel 1 subfield:  
additional service 
info (ai) = 001; GSC 
flag (gsc) 

Frequency (f) 10 f
8 

f7 f6 f5 f4 f3 f2 f1 frequency (f) 

service 
information (si) 

11 s
i
8 

si7 si6 si5 si4 si3 si2 si1 service information 
(si) 

CHANNEL 2 
gsc flag, 
additional 
service info (ai) 

12 g
s
c 

0 0 1 f12 f11 f10 f9 channel 2 subfield:  
additional service 
info (ai) = 001; GSC 
flag (gsc) 

Frequency (f) 13 f
8 

f7 f6 f5 f4 f3 f2 f1 frequency (f) 

service 
information (si) 

14 s
i
8 

si7 si6 si5 si4 si3 si2 si1 service information 
(si) 

CHANNEL 3 
gsc flag, 

15 g
s

0 0 1 f12 f11 f10 f9 channel 3 subfield:  
additional service 
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Parameter field Octet Bit position within octet Comments 
  8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1  
additional 
service info (ai) 

c info (ai) = 001; GSC 
flag (gsc) 

Frequency (f) 16 f
8 

f7 f6 f5 f4 f3 f2 f1 frequency (f) 

service 
information (si) 

17 s
i
8 

si7 si6 si5 si4 si3 si2 si1 service information 
(si) 

service 
information type 
(si) 

18 0 0 0 0 0 0 re
s 

res sit = 0 indicates 
service that bits in si 
field are as defined 
in Table C-20, 
periodic reservation 
or null reservation 

Reservation data 19 r
e
s 

Re
s 

re
s 

re
s 

re
s 

re
s 

re
s 

res  

CRC 20 c
r
c 

crc crc crc crc crc crc crc  

CRC 21 c
r
c 

crc crc crc crc crc crc crc  

Frame flag - 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0  
Note.—“x” denotes unused bit. 

 
Example 3: Other uses of compressed XID 
 
The compressed XID burst can also be used to contain other types of VDL Mode 4 XID 
parameter.  If the DOD message is present, it comes last in the burst.  This is illustrated in the 
Table 5.  Note that since the XID parameter is of fixed length equal to 1, the length field is 
omitted. 
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Table 5: Example Compressed XID burst format 

Parameter field Octe
t 

Bit position within octet Comments 

  8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1  
flag - 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0  
burst/frame bit,  
rid (rid ), version 
number (ver) 

1 s s s ver ver ver rid 1 compressed frame 
burst (bit 1 is a 1). 
rid = 1 for periodic res. 

source address (s) 2 s s s s s s s s  
 3 s s s s s s s s  
 4 s s s s s s s s  
message ID and 
directory of services 
(dos) flag 

5 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1  

parameter ID 6 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 Param. VS1: Number of 
ground quarantine slots 

parameter length 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 one byte follows 
parameter value 9 x x x x 0 1 1 0 reset VS1 to 6 slots for 

this channel/subnetwork 
DOS Messgage 
parameter ID 

10 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1  

parameter value 11 gs
c 

0 0 1 ent
4 

ent
3 

ent
2 

ent
1 

entry number (ent),  
current channel 
subfield 
additional service info (ai) 
= 001; GSC flag (gsc) 

 12 si8 si7 si6 si5 si4 si3 si2 si1 service information (si) 
CHANNEL 1 
gsc flag, additional 
service info (ai) 

13 gs
c 

ai3 ai2 ai1 f12 f11 f10 f9 channel subfield:  
additional service info (ai) 
= 110; GSC flag (gsc) 

frequency (f) 14 f8 f7 f6 f5 f4 f3 f2 f1 frequency (f) 
mode (m), 
application number 

15 m4 m3 m2 m1 0 0 1 0 anum indicates 2 
application fields present 

application 1 16 a1
8 

a1
7 

a1
6 

a1
5 

a1
4 

a1
3 

a1
2 

a11 application (a) 1 

application 2 17 a2
8 

a2
7 

a2
6 

a2
5 

a2
4 

a2
3 

a2
2 

a21 application (a) 2 

service information 
type (si) 

18 0 0 0 0 0 0 res res sit = 0 indicates service 
that bits in si field are as 
defined in Table C-20, 
periodic reservation or 
null reservation 

reservation data 19 res res res res res res res res  
CRC 20 crc crc crc crc crc crc crc crc  
CRC 21 crc crc crc crc crc crc crc crc  
frame flag - 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0  
Note.—“x” denotes unused bit. 
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B ADS-B IMPLEMENTATION 
 
 
 
 
This appendix comprises detailed information on the format of the ADS-B report.   References 
to the draft VDL Mode Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications for the VDL Mode 4 Data 
Link are given. 
 
ADS-B is implemented by combining information from the fixed part of the synchronisation burst 
(Appendix A) and various ADS-B specific variable parts.  

B.1 Fixed data field 

Information from the fixed part of the synchronisation burst is used in the implementation of 
ADS-B. See Appendix A. 

B.2 Variable data fields 

(Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications 3.3) 

In order to meet the RTCA MASPS requirements, a set of ADS-B variable information fields 
have been defined. 
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Table B-1  Encoding for ADS-B variable information fields 

Information field No of 
Bits 

Encoding Notes 

NUCr 3 Values 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 in accordance 
with the five NUCr categories 
specified for ADS-B MASPS by 
RTCA/DO-242 

Provides for the 
definition of 8 possible 
states 

Latitude 4/6/8 A high-resolution component to 
enhance the 12-bit low-resolution 
encoding transmitted in the fixed 
part 

Different possibilities 
for different variable 
parts 

Longitude 4/6/8 A high-resolution component to 
enhance the 14-bit low-resolution 
encoding transmitted in the fixed 
part  

Different possibilities 
for different variable 
parts 

Altitude offset 7 Barometric – geometric altitude 
Specific encoding defined in VDL 
Mode Manual on Detailed 
Technical Specifications  C.10 

 

Altitude rate flag 1 0 = barometric altitude rate 
1 = geometric altitude rate 

 

Altitude rate 9/11 Linear encoding with a step of 
100 fpm 

1 bit is used as 
climb/descend flag 
(sign) and the other 
are used to provide a 
range of ±102150 fpm 
for the 11 bit case 

Ground speed 11/13 Specific encoding is specified in 
VDL Mode Manual on Detailed 
Technical Specifications C.10 

0 to 3070 knots for 11 
bits and to 27640 for 
13 bits. Variable step 
from 1 knot to 4 knots. 

Ground track 11 0 = due North, 
Resolution is 360/2048 = 0.1757 
degrees, linear 

0° to  359.824° 
Note.- Ground track is 
the same as true track 

Turn indication 2 0 = left, 1 = right, 2 = straight, 3 = 
unknown 

 

Patch ID 10 Encoding is described in VDL 
Mode Manual on Detailed 
Technical Specifications C.10  

 

Trajectory 
point/leg type 

4 As per Mode S A.4.9.1 0-15 

TCP data valid 1 0 = invalid 
1 = valid 

 

TCP type 1 0 = current 
1 = next 

 

TCP time to go 6 As per Mode S A.4.9.5  
Callsign 42 Encoding for callsign: 

1) Callsign shall be left justified 
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Information field No of 
Bits 

Encoding Notes 

2) Only valid characters are A-Z, 
0 – 9 and null: Assign A- Z = 0 
– 25, 0 – 9 = 26 – 35, null = 
36 

3) Callsign shall be an eight 
character string “c1, c2, c3, c4, 
c5, c6, c7, c8” 

4) csl = c1 363 + c2 362 +  c3 36 + 
c4 

5) csr = c5 363 + c6 362 +  c7 36 + 
c8 

Aircraft  category 5  24 categories are 
specified in the 
MASPS 

Aircraft status 3  8 categories are 
specified in the 
MASPS 

 
 

Table B-2  ADS-B information fields 

Information 
field ID (id) 

ID 
extension 1 

(id1) 

ID extension 2 
(id2) 

Information field name 

0 hex not present not present Basic 
1 hex not present not present High dynamic 
2 hex not present not present Full position 
3 hex not present not present Basic ground 
4 hex not present not present UTC time 

5-8 hex not present not present Available for future use 
9 hex not present not present TCP 
A hex 0 hex not present Available for future use 
A hex 1 hex not present Aircraft data (call sign, 

category, status) 
A hex 2 – 9 hex not present Available for future use 
A hex A hex 0 hex High resolution 
A hex A hex 1 - 9 hex Available for future use 
A hex A hex A hex Extension (available for future 

use via further ID extension 
fields) 

A hex A hex B – F hex Available for future use 
A hex B – F hex not present Available for future use 

B – E hex not present not present Available for future use 
F hex not present not present No information field provided 

 
Additional variable data fields are foreseen to meet long term European ATM concept 
requirements. 
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Information field 0 - Basic 

(Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications 3.3) 

This is the basic information field for transmission in most sync bursts from mobile stations. 
 
 
 

Table B-3  Information field 0 hex – Basic 

Description Octe
t 

Bit number 

  8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
information field ID 11 x x x x 0 0 0 0 
rate uncertainty (nucr) 
6-bit latitude offset 
(lat6) 

12 nucr2 nucr1 lat66 lat65 lat64 lat63 lat62 lat61 

6-bit longitude offset 
(lon6) baro rate/geo 
rate (br/gr) 

13 nucr3 br/gr lon66 lon65 lon64 lon63 lon62 lon61 

baro/geo offset (bgo) 14 altr9 bgo7 bgo6 bgo5 bgo4 bgo3 bgo2 bgo1 
altitude rate (altr) 15 altr8 altr7 altr6 altr5 altr4 altr3 altr2 altr1 
ground speed (gs) 16 gs8 gs7 gs6 gs5 gs4 gs3 gs2 gs1 
ground track (gt) 17 gs11 gs10 gs9 gt5 gt4 gt3 gt2 gt1 
 18 gt11 gt10 gt9 gt8 gt7 gt6   

 
 “x” denotes part of fixed data field. 
 
 

Information field 1 - High dynamic 

(Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications 3.3) 

Provides higher resolution for faster moving aircraft. 
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Table B-4  Information field 1 hex  High dynamic 

Description Octe
t 

Bit number 

  8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
information field ID 11 x x x x 0 0 0 1 
baro rate/geo rate 
(br/gr), baro/geo offset 
(bgo) 

12 br/gr bgo7 bgo6 bgo5 bgo4 bgo3 bgo2 bgo1 

altitude rate (altr) 13 altr8 altr7 altr6 altr5 altr4 altr3 altr2 altr1 
rate uncertainty (nucr) 14 altr9 nucr3 nucr2 nucr1 gs12 gs11 gs10 gs9 
ground speed (gs) 15 gs8 gs7 gs6 gs5 gs4 gs3 gs2 gs1 
4-bit longitude offset 
(lon4), 4-bit latitude 
offset (lat4) 

16 lon44 lon43 lon42 lon41 lat44 lat43 lat42 lat41 

ground track (gt) 17 gt8 gt7 gt6 gt5 gt4 gt3 gt2 gt1 
 18 gt12 gt11 gt10 gt9 res res   

 
“x” denotes part of fixed data field. 
 

Information field 2 - Full position 

(Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications 3.3) 

Provides an unambiguous global position. 
 

Table B-5  Information field 2 - Full position 

Description Octe
t 

Bit number 

  8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
information field ID 11 x x x x 0 0 1 0 
6-bit latitude offset 
(lat6) 

12 pid10 pid9 lat66 lat65 lat64 lat63 lat62 lat61 

patch ID (pid) 13 pid8 pid7 pid6 pid5 pid4 pid3 pid2 pid1 
baro/geo offset (bgo) 14 gt11 bgo7 bgo6 bgo5 bgo4 bgo3 bgo2 bgo2 
6-bit longitude offset 
(lon6) 

15 gt10 gt9 lon66 lon65 lon64 lon63 lon62 lon61 

ground track (gt) 16 gt8 gt7 gt6 gt5 gt4 gt3 gt2 gt1 
ground speed (gs) 17 gs8 gs7 gs6 gs5 gs4 gs3 gs2 gs1 
rate uncertainty (nucr) 18 gs11 gs10 gs9 nucr3 nucr2 nucr1   

 
 “x” denotes part of fixed data field. 
 

Information field A0 - TCP 

(Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications 3.3) 

Provides the possibility to transmit a trajectory change point (TCP). 
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Table B-8  Information field 9 – TCP 

Description Octe
t 

Bit number 

  8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
information field ID 11 x x x x 1 0 0 1 
base altitude (balt) 12 balt8 balt7 balt6 balt5 balt4 balt3 balt2 balt1 
TCP number (no) 13 balt12 balt11 balt10 balt9 no2 no1 pid10 pid9 
patch ID (pid) 14 pid8 pid7 pid6 pid5 pid4 pid3 pid2 pid1 
latitude (lat) 15 lat8 lat7 lat6 lat5 lat4 lat3 lat2 lat1 
longitude (lon) 16 lat12 lat11 lat10 lat9 lon14 lon13 lon12 lon10 
 17 lon10 lon9 lon8 lon7 lon6 lon5 lon4 lon3 
time to go (ttg) 18 ttg6 ttg5 ttg4 ttg3 ttg2 ttg1   

 
 “res” denotes currently unused. “x” denotes part of fixed data field. 
 

Information field A1 - Aircraft Data 

(Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications) 

Contains the aircraft call sign. 
 

Table B-9  Information field A1 – Call sign 

Description Octe
t 

Bit number 

  8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
information field ID 11 x x x x 1 0 1 0 
aircraft category (ac) 12 0 0 0 1 ac4 ac3 ac2 ac1 
status (st) 13 ac5 st3 st2 st1 csl 12 csl 11 csl 10 csl9 
call sign left (csl) 14 csl 8 csl 7 csl 6 csl 5 csl 4 csl 3 csl 2 csl1 
 15 csl 20 csl 19 csl 18 csl17 csl 16 csl 15 csl 14 csl 13 
call sign right (csr) 16 csl 21 csr 7 csr 6 csr 5 csr 4 csr 3 csr 2 csr1 
 17 csr 15 csr 14 csr 13 csr 12 csr 11 csr 10 csr 9 csr8 
 18 csr 21 csr 20 csr 19 csr 18 csr 17 csr16   

 
 

Information field AA0 - High resolution 

(Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications 3.3) 

This is dedicated for use by high-performance aircraft. 
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Table B-10  Information field AA0 - High resolution 

Description Octe
t 

Bit number 

  8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
information field ID 11 x x x x 1 0 1 0 
 12 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
rate uncertainty (nucr) 13 res nucr3 nucr2 nucr1  gs12 gs11 gs10 gs9 
ground speed (gs) 14 gs8 gs7 gs6 gs5 gs4 gs3 gs2 gs1 
8-bit longitude offset 
(lon8) 

16 lon88 lon87 lon86 lon85 lon84 lon83 lon82 lon81 

8-bit latitude offset 
(lat8) 

17 lat88 lat87 lat86 lat85 lat84 lat83 lat82 lat81 

ground track (gt) 18 gt8 gt7 gt6 gt5 gt4 gt3 gt2 gt1 
 turn indication (tind) 18 gt12 gt11 gt10 gt9 tind2 tind1   

 
 “res” denotes currently unused. “x” denotes part of fixed data field. 
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C CPR ENCODING ALGORITHM 
 
 
 
 

C.1 Characteristics of the CPR algorithm 

The Compact Position Reporting (CPR) algorithm was designed originally for use with Mode S 
bit encoding, with the purpose of allowing a full position report to be obtained using the smallest 
possible number of bits. 
 
In the scheme described here, the raw latitude and longitude values from the aircraft’s avionics 
are divided into CPR-encoded low-resolution components which are sent in the fixed data field 
of the sync burst, and high-resolution offset components that may be sent with one or more of 
the different variable data fields. 
 
The low-resolution components are 12 bits in length for latitude and 14 bits in length for 
longitude, while the high-resolution offsets consist of either 4, 6, or 8 bits. The use of 14 bits for 
the low-resolution longitude encoding, as opposed to 12 for latitude encoding is to compensate 
for the fact that maximum errors in the longitude encoding were found to be nearly four times 
greater than those in the latitude encoding, with the longitude errors being highest near the 
polar regions. 
 
To send position information, the CPR encoding algorithm is first used to encode the 12/14-bit 
low-resolution components in the fixed data field of the synch burst − then the encoding for the 
high-resolution offset components is performed. 
 
When a position report is received, the 12/14-bit low-resolution components are first decoded 
with the CPR algorithm. Depending on the resolution required, one of the high-resolution offset 
components may have been transmitted in one of the variable data fields of the sync burst. If so, 
the high-resolution component may then be added to the 12/14-bit position to improve the 
overall resolution. 
 
Single reports may be decoded if a reference position is already known. Alternate position 
reports are encoded slightly differently as either even format or odd format reports in order to 
permit globally unambiguous decoding by the combination of consecutively received reports of 
opposing format. Thus: 
 
• A single 12/14-bit encoded position report may be unambiguously decoded over a range of 

1113 km (601 nmi), with a resolution of approximately ±140 m for latitude and ±120 m for 
longitude. In this case, an observer or reference position must be known and be within 
±300.5 nmi of the position to be decoded. The reference position will in most cases be the 
last globally unambiguous position to be decoded. 

 
• A pair of 12/14-bit encoded position reports (i.e. one of even and one of odd format) may be 

unambiguously decoded globally, with a resolution of approximately ±140 m for latitude and 
±120 m for longitude, when the two reported positions are separated by less than 8.57 nmi. 
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For typical aircraft velocities (625 knots), this permits the use of odd and even position 
reports up to 49 seconds apart. 

 
Note.- CPR is an angle compression algorithm. References to distances in this section are 
approximate and based on 6378 km earth radius, 60.1 nmi per latitude degree, and 1852 metre 
per nautical mile. 

C.2 Representation of latitude and longitude angles 

In the VDL Mode 4 CPR algorithm, angle is represented by an integer in the range 0 to MAXC. 
The value of MAXC is defined as 251 for 64-bit signed integer encoding and decoding. However, 
a lower value of MAXC may be used for 32-bit signed integer decoding. 
 

Figure C-1  Angle scale based on integer representation 

0 MAXc/4

(0°) (90°) (180°) (270°) (360°)

3MAXc/4MAXc/2 MAXc

 
 
Thus the range 0 to MAXC maps onto the angle range 0 to 360 degrees. This representation will 
be used in the following discussion. We note that with this scale, the northern latitudes range 
from 0 to MAXC / 4 and the southern latitudes range from 3MAXC / 4 to MAXC. Longitude ranges 
from 0 at Greenwich increasing Eastward around the globe to a value just less than MAXC 
immediately west of Greenwich. 
 
The CPR uses a local orthonormal approximation to a Cartesian coordinate, which will be used 
here to support position reporting over a range of 601 nmi. To do this, the angle scale is divided 
into 36 segments each 10 degrees wide (i.e., 601 nmi, 1113 km). In latitude, 9 segments cover 
the northern hemisphere (i.e., 0 to MAXC / 4) and 9 segments cover the southern hemisphere 
(i.e., 3MAXC / 4 to MAXC). In longitude, the number of segments is varied from 35 at the equator 
to 1 at the poles, in a way that keeps the dimension of the narrowest segment in each region 
roughly equal to 10 latitude degrees (601 nmi or 1113 km). 

C.3 CPR constants, variables and functions 

Constants used in the CPR calculations are given in the table below. 
 

Table C-1  Constants used in CPR calculations 

Type Constant Value Description 
Int LATZ 9 Number of zones from 0° to 90° latitude. 
Int MAXC = 251 Maximum value for longitude and latitude. 
Int MAXT

lat = 212 - 1 Maximum transmitted latitude value. 
Int MAXT

lon = 214 - 1 Maximum transmitted longitude value. 
 
CPR calculations convert between three representations of a station’s position: 
1) The external representation of latitude and longitude which is meaningful to applications. 
2) The internal representation which provides an integer representation of the position. 
3) The link representation which is the encoded position. 
Tables C-2 ad C-3 divide the variables and functions used in the CPR calculations into these 
three categories. 
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Variables used in CPR calculations have the type and range restrictions defined in Table C-2.  
[A, B] means greater than or equal to A and less than or equal to B. [A, B) means greater than 
or equal to A and less than B. 
 

Table C-2  Variables used in CPR calculations 

Typ
e 

Name Range Description 

External representation  
Real latitude [0,90], [270, 

360) 
The input latitude (arbitrary precision real 
number). 

Real longitude [0,360) The input longitude (arbitrary precision real 
number). 

Internal representation  
Int type, typelast 0 or 1 The type of CPR (0 = even, 1 = odd). 
Int clatin, clonin [0, MAXC] Latitude and longitude to be encoded. 
Int tmpn [0, MAXC] Temporary variable number n. Only used to 

make expressions and functions more 
readable. 

Int clatref [0, MAXC] Reference latitude for local decoding. 
Int clonref [0, MAXC] Reference longitude for local decoding. 
Int x  Any integer. 
Int pos1, pos2 [0, MAXC] A latitude or longitude. 
Int clatdec [0, MAXC] Decoded latitude. 
Int clondec [0, MAXC] Decoded longitude. 
Int bits 3, 5 or 7 Number of bits in the correction message. 
Int latoffs [0, 2bits – 1] Latitude correction. 
Int slat 0 or 1 Sign of the latitude correction. 
Int lonoffs [0, 2bits – 1] Longitude correction. 
Int slon 0 or 1 Sign of the longitude correction. 
Int latp [0, 19] The latitude patch. 
Int lonp (pid) [0, 35] The longitude patch. 
Link representation  
Int cprf 0 or 1 CPR format even/odd 
Int lat [0, MAXT

lat] Encoded latitude. 
Int lon [0, MAXT

lon] Encoded longitude. 
Int latref, lat0, lat1 [0, MAXT

lat] Encoded latitude. 
Int lonref, lon0, 

lon1 
[0, MAXT

lon] Encoded longitude. 

Int lat4, lat6, lat8 [0, 2bits +1 – 1] Encoded latitude offset 
Int lon4, lon6, 

lon8 
[0, 2bits +1 – 1] Encoded longitude offset 

Int Pid [0, 719] Encoded patch id. 
 
All CPR computations use integer-valued longitude and latitude (in the range [0, MAXC], where 
each step is 360 / (MAXC + 1) ≈ 0.1598721155 x 10-12 degrees). 
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Table C-3: Input parameters and return values for functions used in CPR calculations 

Type Name Description 
2.6.2.5.1 Function returns value in internal 

representation 
 

Int nz(type) Number of zones depending on the type 
(odd/even) of CPR format. 

Int dlat(type) Latitude patch size for type type. 
Int nl(clatin, type) Looks up the value in the transition level 

table. 
Int dlon(clatin, type) Longitude patch size at latitude clatin for type 

type. 
Int latofs(lat, latref) Latitude zone offset. 
Int lonofs(lon, lonref) Longitude zone offset. 
Int declat(clatref, lat, latref, type) Local latitude decoding. 
Int declon(clatdec, clonref, lon, lonref, type) Local longitude decoding. 
Int latseg(lat0, lat1, typelast) Latitude segment for global decoding. 
Int lonseg(lon0, lon1, clatin, typelast) Longitude segment for global decoding. 
Int globalDeclat(lat0, lat1, typelast) Global latitude global. 
Int globalDeclon(lon0, lon1, clatdec, 

typelast) 
Global longitude global. 

Int fix(x) Converts negative co-ordinates to positive. 
Int lookup(clatin, type) The value that corresponds to clatin and type 

in the transition level table. 
Int diff(pos1, pos2) The (shortest) distance between pos1 and 

pos2. 
Int sign(pos1, pos2) The sign of diff(pos1, pos2). 
Int offsetdec

lat(latoff, slat, bits, type) Calculates the true offset for the latitude 
offset given in bits bits. 

Int offsetdec
lon(clatdec, lonoff, slon, bits, 

type) 
Calculates the true offset for the longitude 
offset given in bits bits. 

Int latp(clatin, type) Calculates the latitude patch. 
Int lonp(clatdec, clonin, type) 

 
Calculates the longitude patch. 

Int fullDeclat(lat, latp, type) Decodes full position latitude. 
Int fullDeclon(clatdec, lon, lonp, type) Decodes full position longitude. 
Function returns value in link 
represetation 

 

Int enclat(clatin, type) Returns the CPR encoded value for clatin 

using type type. 
Int enclon(clatdec, clondec, lat, type) Returns the CPR encoded value for clonin 

using type type. 
Int offsetenc

lat(clatin, clatdec, bits, type) The difference between clatin and clatdec 
expressed using bits bits. 

Int offsetenc
lon(clatdec, clonin, clondec, bits, 

type) 
The difference between lonin and clondec 
expressed using bits bits. 

Int encpatch(latp, lonp) Encode the patch id. 
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The “modulus” function denoted MOD(n, d) accepts two arguments and returns the remainder of 
its first argument divided by its second argument. The result has the same sign as the second 
argument. The function can also be expressed as: 
 

MOD(n, d) = n – d * INT(n / d) 
 
For example, MOD(–15.456, 59) = 43.544. 
 
The number of longitude segments, nl, is obtained from a function lookup(clatdec, type). The 
received latitude, clatdec, is used to look up the value of nl in a table. First clatdec is converted into 
a northern hemisphere latitude (i.e., a value between 0 and MAXC / 4): 
 

IF (clatdec > MAXC / 2 ) THEN clatdec = MAXC – clatdec 
ELSE clatdec = clatdec 

 
Then clatdec is compared with the latitude ranges given in the following transition latitude table, 
and the corresponding value of nl obtained. 
 

Table C-4  Transition latitude lookup table 

Latitude range (based on MAXC = 
251) 

nl Latitude range (based on MAXC = 
251) 

nl 

< 84559299976949 35 [374509087692437, 385839842234890) 17 
[84559299976949, 119863286269066) 34 [385839842234890, 396973067553844) 16 
[119863286269066, 147147092426093) 33 [396973067553844, 407927071618287) 15 
[147147092426093, 170314332279771) 32 [407927071618287, 418717654880330) 14 
[170314332279771, 190874016391806) 31 [418717654880330, 429358297069654) 13 
[190874016391806, 209598760787195) 30 [429358297069654, 439860192688716) 12 
[209598760787195, 226946895939473) 29 [439860192688716, 450232093501524) 11 
[226946895939473, 243216719782307) 28 [450232093501524, 460479863588517) 10 
[243216719782307, 258615264457015) 27 [460479863588517, 470605547878490) 9 
[258615264457015, 273293195154609) 26 [470605547878490, 480605524480339) 8 
[273293195154609, 287364232684706) 25 [480605524480339, 490466748984332) 7 
[287364232684706, 300916739329498) 24 [490466748984332, 500158557411138) 6 
[300916739329498, 314021014573143) 23 [500158557411138, 509612576768200) 5 
[314021014573143, 326734093052511) 22 [509612576768200, 518663923862256) 4 
[326734093052511, 339103013392294) 21 [518663923862256, 526821353991124) 3 
[339103013392294, 351167110605961) 20 [526821353991124, 531674956009016) 2 
[351167110605961, 362959661644475) 19 ≥ 531674956009016 1 
[362959661644475, 374509087692437) 18   

 
 
A table search procedure (e.g., binary search) may used to obtain the value of nl for a particular 
latitude. The final value of nl is decremented if type is odd and nl is not 1: 
 

IF (nl > 1) nl = nl – type 
 
The following summarises the above process: 
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Note.- The table of transition latitudes may be computed using the following equation: 
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C.4 CPR encoding 

C.4.1 Overview 

The CPR encoding process calculates the encoded 12/14-bit position values lat and lon from 
the given latitude and longitude, and the CPR format type (0 for even format and 1 for odd 
format), by performing the sequence of computations in the Tables C-5, C-6, and C-7. Each line 
in the tables is numbered for references to be made in the descriptions that follow the tables. 
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Table C-5  Fixed data field latitude/longitude encoding 

 Parameter Equation Example 
 Given Parameters   
1 type = (0, 1) 0 
2 latitude =  84.1234567680 
3 longitude =  125.4651379560 
4 clatin = INT(latitude * (MAXC + 1) / 360) 526192178546504 
5 clonin = INT(longitude * (MAXC + 1) / 360) 784784372981430 

 Latitude Encoding   
6 nz(type) = 4 * LATZ - type 36 
7 dlat(nz) = INT(MAXC / nz(type)) 62549994824590 
8 tmp1 = 2 * MAXT

lat 8190 
9 tmp2 = INT(MAXC / tmp1) 274945032196 
10 tmp3 = INT(MAXC / MAXT

lat) 549890064392 
11 tmp4 = nz(type) * MOD(clatin, dlat(type)) + tmp2 928794863224420 
12 lat = enclat(clatin,type) = INT(tmp4 / tmp3) 1689 

 Longitude Encoding   
13 tmp5 = dlat(type) * INT(clatin / dlat(type)) 500399958596720 
14 tmp6 = INT(MAXC / MAXT

lat) 549890064392 
15 tmp7 = tmp6 * lat 928764318758088 
16 clatdec = declat(clatin,lat,lat,type) 

= 
INT(tmp7 / nz(type)) + tmp5 526198967451111 

17 tmp8 = lookup(clatdec,type) 3 
18 nl(clatdec,type) = IF (tmp8 > 1) nl = tmp8 - type, ELSE nl = 

tmp8 

3 

19 dlon(clatdec,type) = INT(MAXC / nl(clatdec,type)) 750599937895083 
20 tmp9 = 2 * MAXT

lon 32766 
21 tmp10 = INT(MAXC / tmp9) 68723671296 
22 tmp11 = INT(MAXC / MAXT

lon) 137447342592 
23 tmp12 = nl(clatdec,type) * MOD(clonin, 

dlon(clatdec,type)) + tmp10 

102622028930337 

24 lon = 
enclon(clatdec,clonin,lat,type) = 

INT(tmp12 / tmp11) 746 
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Table C-6  Information field offset encoding 

 Parameter Equation Example 
 Information Field Offset 

Encoding - Latitude 
  

25 diff(clatin,clatdec) = clatin – clatdec -6788904607 
26 sign(clatin,clatdec) = IF (diff(clatin,clatdec) ≥ 0) THEN sign = 1 

ELSE sign = 0 
0 

27 tmp3Y = 2 * nz(type) * MAXT
lat * (23 - 1) 2063880 

28 tmp3Y2 = INT(MAXC / tmp3Y) 1091051715 
29 lat4(bits 1 to 3) = 

offsetlat
enc(clatin,clatdec,3,type) = 

INT((|diff(clatin,clatdec)| + INT(tmp3Y2 / 2)) / 
tmp3Y2) 

6 

30 lat4(bit 4) = sign(clatin,clatdec) 0 
31 tmp5Y = 2 * nz(type) * MAXT

lat * (25 - 1) 9140040 
32 tmp5Y2 = INT(MAXC / tmp5Y) 246366516 
33 lat6(bits 1 to 5) = 

offsetlat
enc(clatin,clatdec,5,type) = 

INT((|diff(clatin,clatdec)| + INT(tmp5Y2 / 2)) / 
tmp5Y2) 

28 

34 lat6(bit 6) = sign(clatin,clatdec) 0 
35 tmp7Y = 2 * nz(type) * MAXT

lat * (27 - 1) 37444680 
36 tmp7Y2 = INT(MAXC / tmp7Y) 60136708 
37 lat8(bits 1 to 7) = 

offsetlat
enc(clatin,clatdec,7,type) = 

INT((|diff(clatin,clatdec)| + INT(tmp7Y2 / 2)) / 
tmp7Y2) 

113 

38 lat8(bit 8) = sign(clatin,clatdec) 0 
 Information Field Offset 

Encoding - Longitude 
  

39 tmp15 = dlon(clatdec,type) * INT(clonin / 
dlon(clatdec,type)) 

750599937895083 

40 tmp16 = INT(MAXC / MAXT
lon) 137447342592 

41 tmp17 = tmp16 * lon 102535717573632 
42 clondec = 

declon(clatdec,clonin,lon,lon,type) 
= 

INT(tmp17 / nl(clatdec,type)) + tmp15 784778510419627 

43 diff(clonin,clondec) = clonin – clondec 5862561803 
44 sign(clatin,clatdec) = IF(diff(clatin,clatdec) ≥ 0) THEN sign = 1 

ELSE sign = 0 
1 

45 tmp3X = 2 * nl(clatdec,type) * MAXT
lon * (23 - 1) 688086 

46 tmp3X2 = INT(MAXC / tmp3X) 3272555776 
47 lon4(bits 1 to 3) = 

offsetlon
enc(clonin,clondec,3,type) 

= 

INT((|diff(clonin,clondec)| + INT(tmp3X2 / 2)) / 
tmp3X2) 

2 

48 lon4(bit 4) = sign(clonin,clondec) 1 
49 tmp5X = 2 * nl(clatdec,type) * MAXT

lon * (25 - 1) 3047238 
50 tmp5X2 = INT(MAXC / tmp5X) 738964207 
51 lon6(bits 1 to 5) = 

offsetlon
enc(clonin,clondec,5,type) 

= 

INT((|diff(clonin,clondec)| + INT(tmp5X2 / 2)) / 
tmp5X2) 

8 

52 lon6(bit 6) = sign(clonin,clondec) 1 
53 tmp7X = 2 * nl(clatdec,type) * MAXT

lon * (27 - 1) 12483846 
54 tmp7X2 = INT(MAXC / tmp7X) 180377090 
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55 lon8(bits 1 to 7) = 
offsetlon

enc(clonin,clondec,7,type) 
= 

INT((|diff(clonin,clondec)| + INT(tmp7X2 / 2)) / 
tmp7X2) 

33 

56 lon8(bit 8) = sign(clonin,clondec) 1 
 

Table C-7  Patch ID encoding 

 Parameter Equation Example 
 Patch ID Encoding   

57 tmp18 = INT(MAXC / 4) 562949953421312 
58 latp = IF (clatin <= tmp18) THEN latp = INT(clatin / 

dlat(type)) ELSE IF (clatin > tmp18) THEN 
latp = INT(clatin / dlat(type)) - 16 

8 

59 lonp = clonin / dlon(clatdec, type) 1 
60 pid = encpatch(latp, lonp) = 36 * latp + lonp 289 
 

C.4.2 Fixed data field latitude/longitude encoding 

In table C-5 above, the parameter name is in the 2nd column, the 3rd column contains the 
equation, and the 4th column gives a numeric example to illustrate the equation. The example in 
the right column will be illustrated graphically below and this same example will be followed 
through in the subsequent decoding equations. 
 
The process starts with inputs (lines 1-3). The CPR Format, type, is either even (0) or odd (1). 
Latitude and longitude are input as degrees (real numbers) and then expressed as integers in 
lines 4 and 5. This example is for even format encoding for latitude = 84.12...° (5.26...E+14) and 
longitude = 125.46...° (7.84...E+14). 
 
The latitude encoding lines 6-12 are paralleled by the longitude encoding lines 18-24. In line 6 
the latitude angle scale is divided into 36 equal zones (35 if type = 1), and the width of a latitude 
segment is calculated in line 7. The longitude scale is divided in line 18 into nl = 3 equal 
segments, based on a table lookup using the decoded latitude clatdec, and the value of type. The 
width of a longitude segment is calculated in line 19. 
 
We describe the longitude encoding in detail by re-writing lines 20-24 more clearly as follows: 
 

( )
2

1,
+



=

dlon

dlonclonMOD
MAXlon inlon

T  

 
The actual calculations are not performed in the order indicated by this equation because of the 
restrictions imposed by integer division, integer truncation, and the requirement never to exceed 
MAXC in any calculation. 
 
The term MOD(clonin, dlon) gives the remainder after the input latitude is divided by the width of 
a segment dlon. Division of this by the segment width dlon gives a segment fraction. This 
quantity, within the square brackets, is multiplied by the maximum integer which can be 
transmitted, MAXT

lon, in order to give the encoded value. As this must be truncated in conversion 
to type integer, an extra ½ is added to negate the effect of the truncation. 
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To illustrate the longitude encoding, we have divided the angle range 0 to MAXC into nl = 3 
equal segments as shown in the figure: 
 

Figure C-2  Illustration of longitude encoding 

lon

0 MAXC

10 2 nl =3SF=0.045...SI =

 

In this example, clonin is at a slightly greater angle than the width of one segment. It therefore 
has a segment index SI of 1, that is not transmitted in the fixed part of the sync burst, and a 
segment fraction SF of 0.045... equal to MOD(clonin, dlon) / dlon, which is transmitted after 
multiplication by MAXT

lon. 

C.4.3 Information field offset encoding 

The high-resolution latitude offset is encoded in Table C-6 in lines 25-38. The high-resolution 
longitude offset is encoded in lines 43-56, following calculation of the decoded longitude clondec 
in lines 39-42. 
 
In the case of longitude, the offset diff is calculated as the difference between the actual 
longitude clonin and the decoded longitude clondec in line 43. The sign of the offset is then output 
as a single bit sign in line 44. 
 
The magnitude of the longitude offset diff is encoded differently according to the resolution 
required, either as 3, 5, or 7 extra bits. The offset magnitude is encoded as a fraction of the 
maximum possible offset which can occur through rounding errors, which for longitude is 
 

lon
T

C

MAXnl

MAX

⋅⋅2
. 

 
The fraction is expressed as an integer (e.g. lon4(bits 1 to 3)) by multiplying by the range 
available for encoding the offset magnitude, either 23 - 1, 25 - 1, or 27 - 1. A similar method is 
used for encoding the latitude offset. 

C.4.4 Patch ID encoding 

The patch ID is encoded in Table C-7 in lines 57-60. It was noted above that the segment index 
SI is not transmitted in the fixed part of the synchronisation burst. The patch ID encodes both 
the latitude and longitude segment indexes, latp and lonp as a single quantity pid. The patch ID 
may be sent in a variable part of the sync burst such that when pid is decoded, providing the 
latitude and longitude segment indexes, it allows a single position report to provide an 
unambiguous global position. 
 
Latp and lonp are calculated in lines 58 and 59, and combined into an encoded pid in line 60. 
The southern hemisphere segment indexes are decremented by 16 in order to reduce the 
maximum size of the quantity pid, and thereby save on bits. 
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C.4.5 Transmitted parameters 

The resultant parameters which may be transmitted in the fixed and variable parts of the sync 
burst message are summarised in Table C-8. 
 

Table C-8  Parameters sent in the sync burst 

 Fixed Part of Sync 
Burst 

Variable Part of Sync Burst 

 One of the following Offset Outputs 
 

CPR-
Format 

12/14-
bit 
Output 

Patch 
ID 3-bit 5-bit 7-bit 

Latitude type = 0 lat = 
1689 

pid = 
289 

lat4(bits 1 to 3) 
= 6 

lat6(bits 1 to 5) 
= 28 

lat8(bits 1 to 
7) = 113 

    lat4(bit 4) = 0 lat6(bit 6) = 0 lat8(bit 8) = 0 
Longitud
e 

 lon = 
746 

 lon4(bits 1 to 
3) = 2 

lon6(bits 1 to 
5) = 8 

lon8(bits 1 to 
7) = 33 

    lon4(bit 4) = 1 lon6(bit 6) = 1 lon8(bit 8) = 1 
 

C.5 CPR decoding from a single report 

C.5.1 Overview 

Each Compact Position Report can be decoded with full precision within an angle range equal 
to one segment. The quasi-orthonormal encoding gives a one-segment decoding range of about 
1113 km (601 nmi). This decoding range is usually positioned with its centre at the observing 
sensor location, but it could be shifted toward more likely locations, as in the case of a sensor 
with a directional antenna. So, in addition to the received report (lat, lon, type) the decoding of a 
single report needs a position for the decoding range – usually the observer position (latref, 
lonref). These inputs are used in the decoding equations below, which again are illustrated by 
our example on the right. 
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Table C-9  Fixed data field latitude/longitude decoding 

 Parameter Equation Example 
 Received Parameters   
1 type =  0 
2 lat =  1689 
3 lon =  746 
4 clatref =  523070194310757 
5 clonref =  961696813007057 
 Latitude Decoding   
6 nz(type) = 4 * LATZ - type 36 
7 dlat(type) = INT(MAXC / nz(type)) 62549994824590 
8 tmp1 = 2 * MAXT

lat 8190 
9 tmp2 = INT(MAXC / tmp1) 274945032196 
10 tmp3 = INT(MAXC / MAXT

lat) 549890064392 
11 tmp4 = nz(type) * MOD(clatref, dlat(type)) + tmp2 816403430737528 
12 latref = enclat(clatref,type) = INT(tmp4 / tmp3) 1484 
13 tmp5 = latref - lat -205 
14 tmp6 = MAXT

lat / 2 2048 
15 tmp7 = IF(tmp5 > tmp6) tmp7 = 1 ELSE tmp7 = 0 0 
16 tmp8 = IF(tmp5 < -tmp6) tmp8 = -1 ELSE tmp8 = 0 0 
17 latoffs(lat, latref) =  tmp7 + tmp8 0 
18 tmp9 = dlat(type) * (INT(clatref / dlat(type)) + 

latoffs(lat, latref)) 
500399958596720 

19 tmp10 = INT(MAXC / MAXT
lat) 549890064392 

20 tmp11 = tmp10 * lat 928764318758088 
21 clatdec = 

declat(clatref,lat,latref,type) = 
INT(tmp11 / nz(type)) + tmp9 526198967451111 

22 latitude =  360 * clatdec / (MAXC + 1) 84.1245421245 
 Longitude Decoding   
23 tmp12 = lookup(clatdec, type) 3 
24 nl(clatdec,type)= IF (tmp12 > 1) nl = tmp12 - type, ELSE nl = 

tmp12 

3 

25 dlon(clatdec,type) = INT(MAXC / nl(clatdec,type)) 750599937895083 
26 tmp13 = 2 * MAXT

lon 32766 
27 tmp14 = INT(MAXC / tmp13) 68723671296 
28 tmp15 = INT(MAXC / MAXT

lon) 137447342592 
29 tmp16 = nl(clatdec,type) * MOD(clonref, 

dlon(clatdec,type)) + tmp14 

633359349007218 

30 lonref = enclon(clatdec, clonref, lat, 
type) = 

INT(tmpd16 / tmpd15) 4608 

31 tmp17 = lonref - lon 3862 
32 tmp18 =  MAXT

lon / 2 8191 
33 tmp19 =  IF(tmp17 > tmp18) tmp19 = 1 ELSE tmp19 = 0 0 
34 tmp20 =  IF(tmp17 < -tmp18) tmp20 = -1 ELSE tmp20 = 

0 
0 

35 lonoffs(lon,lonref) = tmp19 + tmp20 0 
36 tmp21 = dlon(clatdec,type) * (INT(clonref / 750599937895083 
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dlon(clatdec,type)) + lonoffs(lon,lonref)) 
37 tmp22 = INT(MAXC / MAXT

lon) 137447342592 
38 tmp23 = tmp22 * lon 102535717573632 
39 clondec = INT(tmp23 / nl(clatdec,type)) + tmp21 784778510419627 
40 longitude = 360 * clondec / (MAXC + 1)  125.4642006958 
 

Table C-10  Information field offset decoding 

 Parameter Equation Example 
 Received Offset Parameters   
41 slat = lat8(bit 8) 0 
42 latoffs = lat8(bits 1 to 7) 113 
43 slon = lon8(bit 8) 1 
44 lonoffs = lon8(bits 1 to 7) 33 
 Offset decoding   
45 tmp24 = 2 * MAXT

lat * nz(type) * (27 – 1) 37444680 
46 tmp25 = INT(MAXC / tmp24) 60136708 
47 tmp26 = tmp25 * latoffs 6795448004 
48 offsetlat

dec(latoffs,slat,bits,type) = IF(slat = 1) THEN offsetlat
dec = tmp26 ELSE 

offsetlat
dec = - tmp26 

-6795448004 

49 clatdec(+offset8) =  clatdec + offsetlat
dec

 526192171768198 
50 latitude(+offset8) =  360 * clatdec(+offs8) / (MAXC + 1)  84.1234556843 
51 tmp27 = 2 * MAXT

lon * nl(clatdec,type) * (27 – 1) 12483846 
52 tmp28 = INT(MAXC / tmp27) 180377090 
53 tmp29 = tmp28 * lonoffs 5952443970 
54 offsetlat

dec(clatdec,lonoffs,slon,bits,t
ype) = 

IF(slon = 1) THEN offsetlon
dec = tmp29 ELSE 

offsetlon
dec = - tmp29 

5952443970 

55 clondec(+offset8) =  clondec + offsetlat
dec

 784784463568195 
56 longitude(+offset8) =  360 * clondec(+offs8) / (MAXC + 1)  125.4651524383 
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Table C-11  Patch ID decoding 

 Parameter Equation Example 
 Received Patch ID   
57 pid =  289 
 Patch ID Decoding   
58 latp = IF (pid <= 359) THEN latp = pid / 36 ELSE 

latp = pid / 36 + 16 
8 

59 tmp30 = INT(MAXC / MAXT
lat) 549890064392 

60 tmp31 = tmp30 * lat 928764318758088 
61 tmp32 = INT(tmp31 / nz(type)) 25799008854391 
62 clatdecp = 

fullDeclat(lat,latp,type) = 
tmp32 + dlat(type) * latp 526198967451111 

63 lonp = MOD(pid, 36) 1 
64 tmp33 = lookup(clatdecp,type) 3 
65 nl(clatdecp,type)= IF (tmp33 > 1) nl = tmp33 - type, ELSE nl = 

tmp33 

3 

66 dlon(clatdecp,type) = INT(MAXC / nl(clatdecp,type)) 750599937895083 
67 tmp34 = INT(MAXC / MAXT

lon) 137447342592 
68 tmp35 = tmp34 * lon 102535717573632 
69 tmp36 = INT(tmp35 / nl(clatdecp,type)) 34178572524544 
70 clondecp = 

fullDeclon(clatdecp,lon,lonp,typ
e) = 

tmp36 + dlon(clatdecp,type) * lonp 784778510419627 

 

C.5.2 Fixed data field latitude/longitude decoding 

The latitude decoding lines 6-22 are paralleled by the longitude decoding lines 24-40. The 
number of latitude segments, nz, is determined from type, while the number of longitude 
segments, nl, must await a table lookup following decoding of the received latitude, clatdec. The 
encoded values corresponding to the observer’s position are calculated in lines 6-12 and 24-30. 
 
In our example illustrated below, the observing sensor is located to the East of the reporting 
aircraft. The one-segment decoding range, denoted by the dashed arrow, extends to the west 
one half segment and includes the position of the reporting aircraft. 
 

Figure C-3  Illustration of longitude decoding 

lon

0 MAXC

SI =10 2 n l =3

l onref

 

To determine the segment index of the reporting aircraft, the relative position of the reporting 
aircraft to the observer is computed in the segment offset adjustment, latoffs and lonoffs, in lines 
13-17 and 31-35. The adjustment will be -1 if the reporting aircraft is in the segment to the left of 
the observer, 0 if it is in the same segment, or 1 if it is in the segment to the right of the 
observer. 
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In our example, the observer is in the second segment. The adjustment lonoffs = 0 because the 
reporting aircraft is also in the second segment. The segment index of the reporting aircraft is 
the sum, INT(clonref / dlon) + lonoffs = 1 (line 36). The adjustment is added to the segment index 
of the observer and multiplied by the segment width in lines 18 and 36, giving the total number 
of whole segments for the reporting aircraft. 
 
The contribution from whole segments and the remaining fraction of a segment (obtained from 
lon / MAXT

lon) are added to obtain the total decoded latitude and longitude in line 39. This is 
converted to an angle in degrees in line 40. 

C.5.3 Information field offset decoding 

Decoding of the high-resolution latitude and longitude offsets takes place in lines 45-50 and 51-
56. In this example we only illustrate decoding of the highest resolution 8-bit offsets, and 
describe how the longitude offset is decoded. 
 
The maximum possible offset which can occur through rounding errors 
 

lon
T

C

MAXnl

MAX

⋅⋅2
 

 
is multiplied in lines 51-53 by the encoded offset over the maximum encoding range, i.e. lonoffs / 
(27 - 1). The result is adjusted to the correct sign in line 54. Finally, the offset is added to the 
decoded latitude or longitude in line 55, and converted to a new value in degrees in line 56. 

C.5.4 Patch ID decoding 

Decoding using the patch ID to obtain an unambiguous global position from a single report is 
performed in lines 58-62 for latitude and 63-70 for longitude. 
 
Describing the process for longitude, the number of whole longitude segments for the reporting 
aircraft is calculated from pid in line 63 as lonp. The value obtained for clatdec in line 62 is used in 
lines 65 and 66 in the calculation of nl and dlon. The number of whole segments dlon ⋅ lonp and 
the remaining fraction of a segment (obtained from lon / MAXT

lon) are added to get the total 
decoded latitude and longitude in lines 62 and 70. 

C.6 CPR global decoding with two reports 

CPR is designed so that an unambiguous global position can be recovered from two successive 
reports of different format type (i.e. one even and one odd). The spatial positions broadcast in 
successive odd and even reports must be fairly close together in order to obtain a valid global 
position. The maximum distance which can be tolerated between points in the latitude direction 
is about ±15.9 km (±8.57 nmi), while the allowable longitude spacing can be greater. 
 
We now consider that in this example the aircraft is travelling East at 625 knots. The even-
format latitude-longitude position report considered above (now referred to as point (a)) was the 
aircraft’s first position report, and after 9.8 seconds it transmits a second odd-format position 
report corresponding to the latitude-longitude position point (b). This gives a longitude 
separation of 3.2 km between points. The parameters to be included in the sync burst for point 
(b) are given in Table C-12. The global decoding equations for obtaining a globally 
unambiguous position from combining points (a) and (b) are given in Table C-13. 
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Table C-12.  Parameters sent in the sync burst for point (b) 

 Fixed Part of Sync 
Burst 

Variable Part of Sync Burst 

 One of the following Offset Outputs 
 

CPR-
Format 

12/14-
bit 
Output 

Patch 
ID 3-bit 5-bit 7-bit 

Latitude type = 1 lat = 732 pid = 
288 

lat4(bits 1 to 3) 
= 5 

lat6(bits 1 to 5) 
= 22 

lat8(bits 1 to 
7) = 89 

    lat4(bit 4) = 0 lat6(bit 6) = 0 lat8(bit 8) = 0 
Longitud
e 

 lon = 
11419 

 lon4(bits 1 to 
3) = 6 

lon6(bits 1 to 
5) = 26 

lon8(bits 1 to 
7) = 106 

    lon4(bit 4) = 1 lon6(bit 6) = 1 lon8(bit 8) = 1 
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Table C-13.  CPR global decoding equations 

 Parameter Equation Example 
 Received Parameters   
1 type0 =  0 
2 lat0 =  1689 
3 lon0 =  746 
4 type1 =  1 
5 lat1 =  732 
6 lon1 =  11419 
7 typelast = type1 1 
 Global  Latitude Decoding   
8 nz(0) = 4 * LATZ – type0 36 
9 nz(1) = 4 * LATZ – type1 35 
10 nz(typelast) = 4 * LATZ – typelast 35 
11 lattypelast = lat1 732 
12 tmp1 = lat0 * nz(1) + 2 * nz(typelast) * MAXT

lat + 
INT(MAXT

lat / 2) - lat1 * nz(0) 

321460 

13 tmp2 = INT(tmp1 / MAXT
lat) 78 

14 latseg(lat0,lat1,typelast) = MOD(tmp2, nz(typelast)) 8 
15 dlat(typelast) = INT(MAXC / nz(typelast)) 64337137533864 
16 tmp3 = dlat(typelast) * latseg 514697100270912 
17 tmp4 = INT(MAXC / MAXT

lat) 549890064392 
18 tmp5 = tmp4 * lattypelast 402519527134944 
19 clatdec = 

globalDeclat(lat0,lat1,typelast) = 
INT(tmp5 / nz(typelast)) + tmp3 526197658189053 

 Global  Longitude Decoding   
20 tmp6 = lookup(clatdec,typelast) 3 
21 nl(clatdec,0) = tmp6 3 
22 nl(clatdec,1) = IF (tmp6 > 1) nl(clatdec,1) = tmp6 - 1, ELSE 

nl(clatdec,1) = tmp6 

2 

23 nl(clatdec,typelast) = IF (tmp6 > 1) nl(clatdec,typelast) = tmp6 - 
typelast, ELSE nl(clatdec,typelast) = tmp6 

2 

24 lontypelast = lon1 11419 
25 tmp7 = lon0 * nl(clatdec,1) + 2 * nl(clatdec,typelast) * 

MAXT
lon + INT(MAXT

lon / 2) - lon1 * 
nl(clatdec,0) 

40958 

26 tmp8 = INT(tmp7 / MAXT
lon) 2 

27 lonseg = MOD(tmp8, nl(clatdec,typelast)) 0 
28 dlon(clatdec,typelast) = INT(MAXC / nl(clatdec,typelast)) 112589990684262

0 
29 tmp9 = dlon(clatdec,typelast) * lonseg 0 
30 tmp10 = INT(MAXC / MAXT

lon) 137447342592 
31 tmp11 = tmp10 * lontypelast 156951120505805

0 
32 clondec = 

globalDeclon(lon0,lon1,clatdec,t
ypelast) = 

INT(tmp11 / nl(clatdec,typelast)) + tmp9 784755602529024 
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The starting point for the global decoding process is to obtain two position reports (both must be 
either surface or airborne reports) of different CPR formats (one even and one odd in either 
order). Thus, we have the received reports for points (a) and (b) as shown in lines 1-6 above. 
 
The number of latitude segments is computed in lines 8-9 for points (a) and (b) (always 36 and 
35 or vice versa). The number of longitude segments is computed in lines 21-22 for points (a) 
and (b) following a table lookup in line 20. 
 
The decoding of the latitude (lines 10-19) and longitude (lines 23-32) is illustrated with the 
longitude figure below and with reference to the example in the right column of the above table. 
The difference between segment length in the even and odd cases is called delta, denoted 
below as ∆. 
 

Figure C-4  Illustration of longitude global decoding 

0 MAXC

type=1

SI=0 1SF=0.69... nl -1=2

lon

0 MAXC

type=0
SI=0 2 n l =3

∆ ∆

1 SF=0.045...

2

 

The figure shows lon encoded in the odd format (type = 1) above, and even format below. From 
the figure observe the following: 
 

Table C-14.  Observations on differences in segment length 

 Odd Format (type = 1) Even Format (type = 0) 
a) One less segment nl = 2 One more segment, nl = 3 
b) Segment larger by ∆ Segment smaller by ∆ 
c) A segment contains 3∆ A segment contains 2∆ 

 
For a given encoded angle, lon, the segment fractions differ by an integral multiple of ∆. If we 
call this integer m, the difference is m∆. It can be seen from the figure that ∆ = MAXC / nl(nl - 1). 
In this case with nl = 3, ∆ = MAXC / 6. The key observation is that if we have received both an 
even and odd segment fraction, we can solve for the segment index by expressing their 
difference in terms of ∆. From the figure we see that  
 

)1(1 −
⋅

=∆=
−

−
nlnl

MAXm
m

nl

MAX
SF

nl

MAX
SF CC

odd
C

even  

 
or   ( ) oddeven SFnlSFnlm ⋅−⋅−= 1  
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From the figure it can also be seen that m is actually the segment index. Although m can be 
negative, it will still be correct as negative indices are to be interpreted as wrapping cylindrically. 
If m is negative, add nl - 1 to get its positive equivalent. 
 
Now because the even and odd reports may not represent exactly the same position, m will not 
at first be exactly an integer when derived according to the equations above. When m is 
rounded to the nearest integer it must be within ±0.5 of the ‘correct’ integer to be rounded 
correctly and for the correct segment number to be obtained for the decoding. It is then clear 
that 
 

1−
−

nl

MAX
SF

nl

MAX
SF C

odd
C

even  

 
must be within 0.5∆ = MAXC / 2nl(nl - 1) in order for the correct segment index to be obtained. 
 
As the even and odd segment fractions are given by lon0 / MAXT

lon and lon1 / MAXT
lon 

respectively, the segment index can be written as 
 

( ) ( )
lon
T

decdec

MAX

clatnllonclatnllon
m

0,1, 10 ⋅−⋅
=  

 
To round this quantity to the nearest integer, it is necessary to add 0.5. In order to keep this 
quantity positive, twice the number of segments of the most recent position report 
2nl(clatdec,typelast) is added, as shown in line 25. The modulus of this quantity with 
nl(clatdec,typelast) in line 27, ensures that the final value obtained for the number of whole 
segments is within the range 0 - nl(clatdec,typelast). 
 
The number of whole segments is multiplied by the width of a segment (corresponding to the 
last position report) in line 29. Finally, the global longitude position is obtained by adding the 
segment fraction (found from lontypelast / MAXT

lon) to the contribution from whole segments, in line 
32. 
 
The computation for the global latitude position (lines 10-19) follows the same steps as just 
discussed for the longitude example. 
 
If a transition latitude (see Table C-4) lies between the points then the solution is not valid. If 
 

( )( ) ( )( )0,,,0,,, 110010 typelatlatglobalDecnltypelatlatglobalDecnl latlat ≠ , 

 
then the global decode must be discarded, and a local decode performed. 

C.7 CPR position report processing 

Whenever a position report is received by a station A from a station B, a state machine is used 
to determine how station A should process the report. The receiving station has four options for 
processing upon receipt of a new report from station B: 
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GL perform a global decode using the current and previously received position report as an 

odd-even pair, or; 
L1 perform a local decode on the report just received, using the position of the receiving 

station as a reference position, or; 
L2 perform a local decode on the report just received, using the last known global position 

of the transmitting station as a reference, or; 
NO do no calculation. 
 
Decode GL cannot be performed if the transmitting aircraft has travelled more than about 8.5 
nmi since the last report (of opposite format) was received. Decode L2 cannot be performed if 
the transmitting aircraft has travelled more than 300 nmi since the last global position was 
obtained. Two timers TR1 and TR2, therefore record the time since the last local or global 
decode, respectively, were performed, and are used within the state machine to decide whether 
the GL and L2 decodes may be used.  
 
The position report status of station B can be assigned one of the following four states after 
each new position report is received: 
 
• State 1 – no position report received (initial state); 
• State 2 – a position report has been received but no position has been decoded; 
• State 3 – a position report has been received and a local position has been decoded; 
• State 3 – a position report has been received and a global position has been decoded. 
 
When a position report is received from station B, the state machine is used to determine: 
 
• the calculation to be performed on the data; 
• the new position report status of station B; 
• whether either or both of the timers should be restarted. 
 
Transitions from one state to another on receipt of a new position report from a station B 
depend on a number of factors. In all cases, transitions depend on: 
 
• the type of the position report just received from station B (whether even or odd, and with or 

without an accompanying patch ID); 
 
In most cases, transitions also depend on: 
 
• the initial report status of station B; 
• the type of the previously received position report from station B (whether even or odd); 
• whether the receiving station has knowledge of its own position; 
• the status of the timers TR1 and TR2. 
 
The state machine is shown in Table C-15. The words “resTR1” and “resTR2” mean that the 
timers TR1 and TR2 are to be restarted.
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Table C-15: State transitions for position report processing 

In State   1 2 3 4 
Last report   None Even Odd Even Odd Even Odd 
Target position quality   None None None Local Local Global Global 

Timers 
(exp = 

expired) 

       Receive
d 
position 
report 
type 

Own 
Posi
- 
tion TR1 TR2        

Even or 
odd with 
patch ID 

n/a n/a n/a N= 4 
C= GL 
resTR1 
resTR2 

N= 4, C= GL 
resTR1, resTR2 

N= 4, C= GL 
resTR1, resTR2 

N= 4, C= GL 
resTR1, resTR2 

Not 
exp 

N= 4 
C= L2 
resTR1 

Even Yes Not 
exp 

Exp 

N= 3 
C= L1 
resTR1 

N= 3 
C= L1 
resTR1 

N= 4 
C= GL 
resTR1 
resTR2 

N= 3 
C= L1 
resTR1 

N= 4 
C= GL 
resTR1 
resTR2 N= 3 

C= L1 
resTR1 

N= 4 
C= GL 
resTR1 
resTR2 

Not 
exp 

N= 4, C= L2, 
resTR1 

  Exp 

Exp 

  N= 3 
C= L1 
resTR1 

 N= 3 
C= L1 
resTR1 N= 3, C= L1, 

resTR1 

Not 
exp 

N= 4 
C= L2 
resTR1 

 No Not 
exp 

Exp 

N= 2 
C= NO 

N= 2 
C= NO 

N= 4 
C= GL 
resTR1 
resTR2 

N= 2 
C= NO 

N= 4 
C= GL 
resTR1 
resTR2 N= 3 

C= L1 
resTR1 

N= 4 
C= GL 
resTR1 
resTR2 

Not 
exp 

N= 4, C= L2, 
resTR1 

  Exp 

Exp 

  N= 2 
C= L1 
resTR1 

 N= 2 
C= NO 

N= 3, C= L1, 
resTR1 

Not 
exp 

N= 4 
C= L2 
resTR1 

Odd Yes Not 
exp 

Exp 

N= 3 
C= L1 
resTR1 

N= 4 
C= GL 
resTR1 
resTR2 

N= 3 
C= L1 
resTR1 

N= 4 
C= GL 
resTR1 
resTR2 

N= 3 
C= L1 
resTR1 

N= 4 
C= GL 
resTR1 
resTR2 N= 3 

C= L1 
resTR1 

Not 
exp 

N= 4, C= L2, 
resTR1 

  Exp 

Exp 

 N= 3 
C= L1 
resTR1 

 N= 3 
C= L1 
resTR1 

 

N= 3, C= L1, 
resTR1 

Not 
exp 

N= 4 
C= L2 
resTR1 

 No Not 
exp 

Exp 

N= 2 
C= NO 

N= 4 
C= GL 
resTR1 
resTR2 

N= 2 
C= NO 

N= 4 
C= GL 
resTR1 
resTR2 

N= 2 
C= NO 

N= 4 
C= GL 
resTR1 
resTR2 N= 3 

C= L1 
resTR1 

Not 
exp 

N= 4, C= L2, 
resTR1 

  Exp 

Exp 

 N= 2 
C= L1 
resTR1 

 N= 2 
C= NO 

 

N= 3, C= L1, 
resTR1 
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D Network entry: threshold value for CG1 counter 
 
 
 
 
This appendix discusses the setting of the threshold for the CG1 counter, CG1_limit, which 
triggers network entry based on ”exposure”. The threshold is currently set at 2000. 
 
The evolution of the CG1 counter over time depends on the statistics of new peer station 
identifications, the expected number of sync bursts per M1 slots (this affects CG1_inc), and the 
decay rate of the filter. The nominal values for CG1_inc and CG1_decay have been previously 
selected to match as closely as possible a metric of “reservation uncertainty” associated with 
newly-detected peer stations. 
 
The CG1 filter should trigger network re-entry in dense airspace when the number of newly 
identified peer stations is large, thereby “ungarbling” sync bursts which might accidentally 
remain garbled for several minutes. Consider a scenario with 100 newly identified peer stations 
reporting nominally 12 times per M1 slots. These stations generate a channel load of roughly 
25%, so each of the “own station’s” sync bursts has a 25% chance of being garbled by a 
random selection from this set of new users.  While this probability of garble might be 
acceptable in a planned scenario (i.e., Robin Hood), it may be unacceptable in an unplanned 
scenario. So network re-entry appears desirable. 
 
A station is not required to trigger network re-entry in cases where the number of newly 
identified peer stations is small, for in such cases the likelihood of unplanned garble is also 
small. 
 
Given the overall stability of the network entry procedure and its beneficial contribution to 
system performance, it would appear to be desirable to pick a smaller rather than a larger value 
for CG1_limit, so as to provide a safety margin. This is balanced by the desire to avoid 
unnecessary network re-entry in steady-state conditions, since a station might be unable to 
reserve slots for ATN communications events for one minute following the re-entry trigger event 
(on the affected channel only). 
 
Simulation has shown that a CG1_limit of 2000 is well-suited to the task. It has also shown that 
peer detection rates need to be of the order of 75-100 per minute or higher, on a high report rate 
channel (nr = 12), to trigger network re-entry.  Aircraft in en-route airspace are unlikely to 
experience such a high rate of peer station detections under any conditions except possibly 
initial overflight of the LA Basin. On the other hand, aircraft on take-off could easily experience 
these peer detection rates, and should trigger network re-entry in order to avoid several minutes 
of unplanned sharing or garble. 
 
On a channel with a low nominal reporting rate (nr = 3), a station would have to experience a 
peer detection rate far in excess of 200 aircraft per minute to trigger network re-entry. This does 
not seem likely even on take-off. 
 

- END - 


